






























Telephone number to reach Rockingham County Dispatch
Center toll free: 1-800-582-7177. This dispatch center is
manned on a24 hour basis, 7 days a week. The service is avail-
able to Auburn residents for ambulances, wreckers and all
other forms of emergency assistance.
Snow Disposal Ordinance
Any person found shoveling snow into a town road or plow-
ing snow across the road, so as to impede normal plowing




State Police 1 -800-852-341
1
Fire Department Emergency 483-2521
Non-Emergency 483-81 41
Ambulance 434-2876
Poison Control 1 -643-4000
Mary Hitchcock Hospital 1 -800-562-8236
Antidote information is provided in cases of accidential
poisioning or drug abuse.
Thanks to Ed Picard for drawing on the Cover
Burning Regulations
TO REPORT A FIRE DIAL 483-2521
The State of New Hampshire requires that written permits
be obtained for all open fires at all times when the ground is not
snow covered.
Permits may be obtained from the Forest Fire Warden, Mr.
Martin Sullivan, for grass, brush, campfires, etc. Permits must
be obtained on the day burning is to be accomplished. Burn
when there is no wind, on rainy days and damp days, in a safe
place and in accordance with the term of the permit. Burn before
9;00 am and after 5:00 pm. Keep some buckets of water close
by; if wind develops, promptly extinguish the fire. All fires must
be extinguished before you depart the scene.
Parking During Snow Storm
A. From November 1 to April 1 of each year no person shall park
any motor vehicle on any public highway between the hours of
1 1 :00 PM and 8 AM or at any time in such manner as to impede
snow removal operations.
B. Any vehicle parked in violation of section A hereof may be
towed by the road agent, the chief of police or their agents or by
independent contractors engaged by the road agent or the
chief of police; any vehicles so towed shall be stored and re-
leased to the owner only upon payment of the cost of towing and
storage by the owner.
C. Any person violating section A hereof shall be subject to a
penalty not to exceed twenty- five dollars for each offense.
Dog Ordinance
A. RESTRAINT: All dogs shall be restrained from running at large
within the limits of the town, except when they are on the
owner's or keeper's property or being used for hunting or train-
ing purposes.
B. PENALTY: Any person or persons, firm or corporation violat-
ing any provisions of this ordinance shall, upon conviction, be
fined not more than fifteen dollars ($1 5.00) for each offense.
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Community Information
Selectmen's Office
Monday night, unless otherwise posted. Office open daily, 8;00
am to 4:00 pm, except holidays. For information or an appoint-
ment with the Board, call 483-5052. Columbine S. Cleaves,
Secretary; Nathan H. Pearce, Jr., Bookkeeper.
Town Clerk
Monday and Thursday: 1 am to 2:30 pm and 7:00 pm to 8:30
pm, Friday: 9:00 am to 12:00 noon. Nancy H. Gagnon, Town
Clerk and Mary F. Griffin and Nancy Butts Deputy Town Clerks.
Phone number 483-2281
Tax Collector
Monday and Thursday 1 0:00 am to 2:30 pm and 7:00 pm to 8:30
pm, Friday: 9:00 am to 12:00 noon. Eva L. Lunnie, Tax Collec-
tor. Cynthia Poulin, Deputy Tax Collector. Phone 483-2281.
Auburn District Court
Every Wednesday: 9:00 am; Civil Cases- First Tuesday at 9:00
am. Second Thursday at the Northwood Town Hall at 9:00 am.
John Korbey, Judge: Bruce B. Larson, Special Justice and
Mary F. Griffin, Court Clerk. Clerk Elaine Fuller, Carol Golds-
tein and JoAnn Lemay. Phone number 483-231 4.
Auburn Volunteer Fire Department
First Monday of the month at Central Station at 8:00 pm. Martin
Sullivan, Chief. Emergency number 483-2521 . Non-emergency
number 483-81 41.
Auburn Volunteer Rescue Squad
First Wednesday after fire meeting each month at Central Sta-
tion at 7:00 pm. Paul Therrien, EMS Coordinator. Emergency
number 483-2521 . Non-emergency number 483-81 41
.
Auburn Volunteer Fire Department Women's Auxiliary
First and third Wednesday of the month at the Fire House-7:30
pm. LisaBrien, President.
Auburn Village School
Raymond Bourque, Principal and Bonnie Martin, secretary. For
information call 483-2769.
Auburn School Board
Second Thursday of the month at the School Library - 7:00 pm.
Bonnie Martin, Secretary.
Auburn Zoning Board
Meet on demand, at the Town Hall. Irving Lunnie, Chairman and
Eva L. Lunnie, Secretary.
Auburn Planning Baord
Every Wednesday - 7:00 pm at the Town Hall. Formal meeting -
Second Wednesday of the month at 7:00 pm. Office hours
Thursday: 12:30 - 2:30 pm; Russell C. Sullivan, Chairman and
Robyn-Le Kohut, Secretary.
Auburn Budget Committee
On demand at the Town Hall - James Headd, Chairman; Gerald
R. Lacourse, Vice Chairman.
Building Inspector/Zoning Officer- Office Hours
Tuesday and Thursday- 8:00 am to 12 Noon; Friday -8:00 am to
10:00 am at the Town Hall. Field Inspections - Tuesday and
Thursday 12:30 pm to4:30 pmand Friday 10:00 am to 12 noon.
Donald Graves- phone number 483-5052
Recreation Committee
First Tuesday of the month at the Town Hall
Chairman.
Amy Sullivan,
Old Home Days Committee
On demand at the Town Hall - Pat Reynolds, Chairman.
Griffin Free Public Library
Tuesday and Thursday nights -6:30 pm to 8:00 pm Friday- 2:00
to5:00 pm. Telephone number483-5374. Summer only- Satur-
day 10:00 am to 1:00 pm.
Police Commission
First Tuesday of the month at the Police Department - 7:00 pm.
John Tardiff, Chairman
Police Department
Clerks: Donna Boyd- Robertson, Norma Picard, Paula Page,
Cynthia Poulin, and Marie Libby.
Historical Society
Meetings posted and held at the Town Hall. Harry Flanders, Pre-
sident and Pauline Higgins, Secretary. 2nd Friday March, May,
September, and November.
Senior Citizens
Every Thursday at the Town Hall at 1 :00 pm. Visiting Nurse- First
Thursday of the month. Theo Therrien, President; Betty Hales,
Vice-President and Charlotte Reynolds, Secretary.
Auburn School P.T.A.
Third Monday of the month at the School Library - 7:30 pm
Cub Scouts
Pac Meeting - third Friday of the month at the School Gym - 7:00
pm. Ray Bolduc, Cubmaster
Boy Scouts
Every Friday at the Longmeadow Congregational Church at
7:00 pm. Bob Mayland, Leader.
4-H Groups
Meet weekly in Homes.
Girl Scout
Ann McCassey Girl Scout Leader. Meet Weekly.
Lions
Second and fourth Tuesday of the month at the Fire House at
7:00 pm. David Peoples, President.
Lioness
First Wednesday of the month at the School - 7:30 pm. Donna
Raymond, President
Conservation Commission meetsSrd Wednesday of the month.
Tom Abbott, President.
Post Office
Monday - Friday: Window - 7:30 am to 1 1 :30 am and 1 :00 pm to
5:00 pm. Lobby - 6:30 am to 5:00 pm
Saturday: Window- 8:00 am to 12:00 noon. Lobby- 6:30 am to
12:30 pm. Ann Dollard, Postmistress - 483-2007
Longmeadow United Church of Christ
Sunday Services and Sunday School - 9:30 am
St. Peter's Catholic Church
Saturday and Sunday Masses
Voter Registration Information
Any person wishing to register to vote or made additions or cor-
rection to the checklist, should call one of the Supervisors listed
belowor fill out an application for voter registration at the Town
Clerk's Office during office hours. Superi/isors of the checklist-
Patricia Allard, Susan Jenkins and Margo Cox.
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Ethan Howard - 1 989
Patricia Allard - 1989
Susan (Andrus) Jenkins - 1 990
Theobald Therrien - 1989






C Donald Stritch- 1990
TOWN CLERK
Nancy H. Gagnon- 1990
DEPUTY TOWN CLERKS
Mary F. Griffin Nancy Butts
SELECTMEN
Edmond W. Labore, Jr- 1990
(Resigned)
TAX COLLECTOR

















Donna Jeanne Quinn - 1 990
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Patricia Allard- 1992
AUDITORS
Darlene Conor - 1 989 Howard Burgess - 1 990
POLICE COMMISSION






REPRESENTATIVES TO GENERAL COURT
Harry Flanders




























Russell C. Sullivan, Chmn- 1990
Charles Worster- 1989
Peter Martin- 1991
Richard Shackelton- Selectmen's Rep
Irving Lunnie, Chmn - 1989
John Karpinski- 1989
Frank Edelmann - 1 990
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Orrin Chase- 1991
Ray Beauchesne- 1992




Robert Sanborn - 1992























James Andrus, Chmn - 1989 (Resigned
1988)
James Headd - 1 989 Chmn 1 988
















P.O. BOX 309 AUBURN. NEW HAMPSHIRE 03032
January 11, 1989
TEL. 483-5052
Dear Friends and Neighbors:
In spite of the anticipated growth problems, we have had a good year.
We have repaired and modernized our incinerator, and are v>7ell on the way towards
controlling our landfill with proper personnel and the recycling program. Our
road reconstruction program has made great progress with the completion of most
of our main roads. Our Police Department, with its full time officers, has made
great strides towards making our Town a safer place to live. Our Fire Department
with its new engine and rescue vehicles, is doing their ususal great job. This
group of dedicated volunteers, however, is only a portion of the Town of Auburn's
greatest asset, our people.
It is time to recognize the people who help so much during the year, making
our Town a great place to live, and raise our families. The people who give
of themselves, not only in hours and expertise, but in their dedication and
caring. The volunteer fire fighters we all recognize, but we must also recognize
our members of the Zoning Board of Adjustment, the Planning Board, the V^aste
Management Committee, the Recreation Committee and the Police Commission.
There are also those people we hear little about who serve on other various
committees: such as Budget, Recreation, Historical Society, Cemetary and
Library. Lets not forget those who serve putting out our newsletters and also
our Senior Citizens. We also recognize all those who serve v\'ith the younger
generation, working with the Scouts, the Little League, the P.T.A. and 4H groups.
The thousands of hours put in by our two hundred or more volunteers, make
the many hours put in by your selectmen worth v;hile. Thank you for allowing us
to serve you in the past year.
We sincerely hope more of you will come forward to sign up with the
Selectmen's office for the coming year to help on one of the various committees.
You don't have to run for an elected position to serve your Town and exhibit a
love for your neighbors. You will also be helping with the expansion, and
taking a part in the development and future of your Town.
Richard E. Shackelton, Chairman
Charles D ./ Kellett Eugene AJ. Thomas
Town Warrant
State of New Hampshire
Rockingham, S.S.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Auburn, in the County of
Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs;
You are hereby notified to meet at the gymnasium in the
Auburn Village School in said Auburn on Tuesday March the
fourteenth of next, at seven of the clock in the forenoon, to act
upon the following subjects:
To bring your ballots for:
FIRST: Selectman for one year
Selectman for three years
Treasurer for one year
Library Trustee for three years
Cemetery Trustee - Auburn Village for three years
Cemetery Trustee - Longmeadow for three years
Trust Fund Trustee for three years
Auditor for two years
Police Commission for three years
SECOND: Are you in favor of the adoption of Warrant Article
No. 2, as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
Amend the Zoning Map to rezone the parcel of land, begin-
ning at the Easterly edge of Chester Road at the Southerly
edge of Lot#4, Tax Map#23 and continuing 1 ,000 feet along
the Southerly line of Lot #4, Tax Map #23 and lot #5, Tax
Map #23, then running Southerly and Easterly following
1,000 feet from Chester Road then Bunker Hill Road, to a
point which is 1 ,000 feet from an extension of a point on the
Northerly side of Bunker Hill Road and an extension of the
Easterly side of Lot# 11 , Tax Map 7 then Southerly to Bunker
Hill Road from its existing designation as an R-2 District to a
C-2 District. * (The area described above extends the exist-
ing C-2 Zone (Commercial) along the East Side of Chester
Road and the North Side of Bunker Hill Road to a point,
approximately 1 400 feet from the intersection of Bunker Hill
Road and Chester Road).
THIRD: Are you in favor of adoption of Warrant Article No 3
as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
A) Amend Article 2.02 Words and Terms. (87) Use, Accessory,
by adding the additional requirement that an accessory
use be customarily incidental to the principal use.
B) Amend Article2.02 Words and Terms by adding the defini-
tions Stream, defining it as a body of water including pon-
ds, brooks and wetlands.
FOURTH: Are you in favor of adoption of Warrant Article No
4 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
A) Amend Article3.24 Watershed Protection Regulations (4)
Prohibited by adding, no bodies of water, streams, orwet-
lands may be filled to achieve any minimum setback re-
quirement.
(1) Delete, shown as"Perennial streams" or"intermittent
streams" on the U.S. Geological Survey Maps applicable
to the town of Auburn, New Hampshire.
(2) Add, provided that the applicant submits conclusive
evidence showing the activities will provide protection of
the uses intended for the watershed protection area.
This conclusive evidence must consist of an evaluation
prepared by a person or firm experienced in evaluating
watershed protection areas. The following functions of
the Watershed Protection Area which provide public
benefits must be evaluated: Biological, hydrologic, ground-
water, flood, storage, erosion protection, water quality,
economic values (primarily timber or hay), recreational
values, aesthetic values, educational values, and aquifer
control.
B) Amend Article 3.04, Sanitary Protection to require that all
septic systems must be at least one hundred twenty five
(1 25') feet from a private well, surface water and any wet-
land exceptwhen a lesserset back will provide protection
of these areas and their uses; provided that conclusive
evidence of that protection has been submitted to, and
approved by, the Planning Board.
FIFTH: Are you in favor of adoption of Warrant Article No. 5
as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
Amend Article 3.05 Parking, (7), Parking Space Standards ,
by adding a requirement in subpart (b) that the area, service
areas, and access driveways must be graded, paved and
drained.
SIXTH: Are you in favor of adoption of Warrant Article No. 6
as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
Amend 3.07, Nonconforming Uses and Lots, (1), Noncon-
forming Lots , second paragraph, to permit any new building
or building expansion if the said structure does not exceed
five (5%) percent of the area of the lot and meets zoning
requirements except frontage and lot size. Any building or
building expansion which exceeds five (5) percent of the lot
area or which does not meet all other zoning requirements
shall need a variance.
SEVENTH: Are you in favor of adoption of Warrant Article
No. 7 as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
A) Amend Article 3.10 Multi-Unit Dwellings . (1) New Con-
struction and Conversions of Existing Buildings to More
than Two dwelling Units , to add a new and additional
requirement that all new multi-unit construction, except
for conversion apartments shall be subject to the Site Plan
Review Regulations for the Town of Auburn.
B) Amend the Title of Article 3. 10 by changing it from "Multi-
Unit Dwellings" to
" New Construction and Conversion of
Existing Buildings to Two or More dwelling Units ".
EIGHTH: Are you in favor of adoption of Warrant Article No.
8 as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
Amend Article3. 16, Wetlands , by deleting it entirely, in order
to avoid language inconsistent with Article 3.1 4, Watershed
Protection Regulations and Article 3.04, Sanitar/ Protection .
NINTH: Are you in favor of adoption of Petitioned Warrant
Article No. 9 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Article4.05, "R Rural District", (3) tLotSize, Frontage,
Yards and Height, to reduce the minum lot size to two (2)
acres, the minimum frontage to two hundred (200') feet and
the minimum yard dimensions to a side yard dimension of
thirty (30') feet. (By Petition) (Not recommended by the Plan-
ning Board)
TENTH: Are you in favor of adoption of Warrant Article No.
10, as proposed by \he Planning Board for the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
A) Amend Article 7.01 General to add a new subpart (1 1)
requiring all residential and nonresidential structures,
whiethier single or multi-unit dwellings which utilize
storage tanks for liquid petroleum or propane gas, have
the storage tanks piped to within eight (8) feet of any com-
bustion unit with an acceptable rigid pipe, as defined by
NFPA58 Chapter 2-4.2 Pipe and further requiring that the
rigid piping be protected in accordance with NFPA 58
Chapter 3-2.7.6 and 3-2.7.7, Installation of Pipe. The
owner or user of the storage tank must ensure that the
tank and piping is both properly installed and maintained
in a safe operating condition.
B) Amend Article 7.01 General to add a new subpart (12)
requiring that all buildings with cellars, regardless of their
use, have three or more exits and that those buildings with
cellars have at least one of the three exits from the cellar.
With any construction begun after the effective date of
this amendment, casementwindowswill not be an accep-
table exit.
ELEVENTH: Are you in favor of adoption of Warrant Article
No. 11 as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town Zoning
Orainance as follows:
A) Amend Article 7.03 Building Permits, by eliminating the
fee schedule and further providing that the fee schedule
shall be established by the Planning Board for the Town of
Auburn on an annual basis and requiring that the complete
fee schedule be posted in the Office of the Building
nspector for the Town of Auburn.
B) Amend Article 7.09 Power Burner, Chimney, Fireplace
,
Furnace and Oil Tank Permits, (5), by providing that the fee
for each power burner, fireplace, furnace or oil tank in-
stallation application shall beset by the Planning Board on
an annual basis and the fee schedule shall be posted in
the office of the Building Inspector of the Town of
Auburn.
Polls will be open at 7:00 am and close at 7:00 pm.
You are also notified to meet on Saturday March the
eighteenth next, at 1 :00 pm, at the Auburn Village school to con-
sider the following articles:
TWELFTH: To see if the Town will vote to accept such Trust
Funds as may come during theyear and Trust Funds as have not
been previously accepted.
THIRTEENTH: To see if the Town will vote to use the in-
come of the H.B Burnham Fund for the schools or library.
FOURTEENTH: Tosee ifthe Town willvotetoauthorize the
Selectmen to accept gifts, for the use of the Town as may now or
hereafter be forthcoming.
FIFTEENTH: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
SIXTEENTH: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to dispose of any or all property acquired by tax
deed, by public auction or sealed bid, with right to reject all
bids.
SEVENTEENTH: To see if the Town will authorize the
Selectmen to make application for and to receive and spend
such advances, grants-in-aid, or other funds for Town pur-
poses as may now, or here after be forthcoming from Federal,
State, Local or private agencies.
EIGHTEENTH: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Twenty Thousand Thirty Seven Dollars
for the Auburn Police Department to purchase and equip a new
police cruiser. (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
(Amount included in the Budget).
NINETEENTH: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Seven Thousand Five Hundred dollars to
purchase a Ten Thousand Dollar Defibrillator for the Auburn Fire
Department. (Two Thousand Five Hundred Dollars to be paid by
the Auburn Fire Department Association.) (Recommended by
the Budget Committee) (Amount included in Budget).
TWENTIETH: To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate such sums as are necessary to purchase, install and
implement an integrated Town computer system. This will in-
clude all hardware, software, class work, training and extra help
necessary to have the system on line within ninety days after
delivery. The cost is not to exceed Fifty Thousand Dollars.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee) (Amount included in
Budget).
TWENTY-FIRST: We the undersigned voters, hereby re-
quest that the Semi- Annual form of property tax collection, be
changed to an Annual basis starting in 1990. By petition, to be
placed on the Town Warrant for a vote at town meeting.
Bruce A. Mason, Sr. Jeanne Mason
Thomas C. Sline Earl W. Durand
Linda C. Durand Angela Diorio
Joseph Diorio Janice D. Laventure
* John J. Anthony Eva Komaridis
Nick Komaridis D.N.Rogers
Richard Beliveau Lucille L. Beliveau
Jarlene Cornett Leo LeMire
R. Paul Sanford Michael Corey
Roy W. Davis Leonard Laventure
Robert Lewis * Richard Cornett
Joseph J. Nadeau Earle Wingate III
William Boyd- Robertson Donna Boyd- Robertson
* Not Registed Voters
TWENTY-SECOND: Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA
72: 1 -c which authorize any town or city to elect not to assess,
levy and collect a resident tax?
Recommended by the Tax Collector. (By Petition)
Nancy H. Gagnon Joe Stacy
Mary Griffin JoAnn L. Lemay
Carol E. Goldstein Eva Lunnie
Columbine S. Cleaves Bruce Phillips
Donna Boyd- Robertson Peggy Neveu
TWENTY-THIRD: To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Board of Selectmen to adopt by-laws establishing Rules
and Regulations at the Town Landfill and Incinerator for the pur-
pose of prolonging the life of the Landfill and producing income
to help offset operating costs of the Landfill.
TWENTY-FOURTH: It is hereby proposed to amend the
manner in which the police chief is chosen in Auburn to provide
that candidates, qualified according to New Hampshire police
standards, shall be eligible to run for the position at elections for
town officers generally. The position shall be of 3 years' dura-
tion, except that, if there are no qualified candidates available,
the Selectmen shall be empowered to extend the term of a
police chief duly elected for 1 year periods, until a qualified can-
didate shall be available and run for election. This proposed
amendment shall take effect beginning in 1990. (By Petition)
(Upon advice of legal counsel, the Selectmen are of the opinion
that this petitioned article does not comply with the laws of the
State of NH)


























* Not Registered Voters
TWENTY-FIFTH: We, the undersigned voters, hereby re-
quest, that any increase in the School or Town Budgets, reflect
no more than a 5% increase per year on our Tax bills, starting
with the 1990 tax year. By petition, to be placed on both the
School warrant and Town warrant, to be voted on at the School
District meeting and Town meeting. (Upon advice of legal coun-
sel, the Selectmen are of the opinion that this petitioned article
does not comply with the laws of the State of NH)






























* Not Registered Voters
TWENTY-SIXTH: To hear the report of the Budget Commit-
tee and to see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate to defray Town charges and legal obligations for the
ensuing year.
Given under our hands and seals this Twentieth day of Fet>
ruaryA.D., 1989.
The Selectmen of the Town of Auburn
Richard E. Shackelton, Chairman
Charles D. Kellett
Eugene A. Thomas
Report of the Auburn Budget Committee
March 17, 1989
The budgeting process begins on July 1 when the fiscal school year ends and the Auburn School Board
begins to set up the budget for the ensuing school year. By November, this Information is forwarded to the
Budget Committee and presented by a representative of the School Board over a two month period The
Budget Committee examines in depth the budget as proposed by the School Board on a llne-by-line
basis.
At Ieast85% of the school budget is based on fixed costs such as special education, high school tuition,
school bus transportation, construction bonds, insurance, service contracts, SAU assessment, physical
maintenance costs, and collective bargaining agreements which include - teacher salaries, PICA,
benefits, etc.
The remaining 1 5% concerns itself with classroom supplies, teacher aides, elective courses, voluntary
professional development, gifted and talented curriculum, and the readiness program.
85% of the 1989/90 budget increase is tied up In fixed costs in four categories. The completion and
equipping of the new addition means additional teachers, staff and supplies. High school tuition, special
education and collective bargaining make up the rest.
In December, Department Chairmen present their budget requests to the Board of Selectmen who in
turn put together a budget for the Town. The Town fiscal year ends December 31 st and the Selectmen begin
presenting their budget to the Budget Committee early in January. With the Selectmen and department chair-
man, the Budget Committee reviews and prepares the Town Budget for presentation at the public budget
hearing.
The Town has more flexibility in the preparation of its budget and can respond more effectively to pro-
blems such as increases in the previous tax rates. This year, the road department, fire department and recrea-
tion committee budgets all showed decreases over the 1988 budget figures. The bottom line shows a net
decrease of 15% in this year's Town Budget.






In 1 988, an increase of$1 63,363.00 in the budget resulted in a$1 .00 increase in the tax rate. As the total
value of property in town increases, the amount budgeted can increase for the same $1 .00 on the tax rate. In
1 989, new construction that occurred between April 1 , 1 987 and April 1 , 1 988 will be considered for the first
time when computing the tax rate. This growth in the tax base will decrease our projected tax rate shown
above. The official tax rate for all communities is set by the New Hampshire Department of Revenue Administra-






















































Highways, Streets & Bridges
Town Maintenance Winter

























Interest Expense- Tax Anticipation Notes
Capital Outlay
Fire House
Fire Truck (Warrant Article)
Rescue Vehicle (Warrant Article)
















































































































































































Interest and Penalties on Taxes
Land Use Change Tax
Intergovernmental Revenues- State




Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Dog License





















March 8, 1 988
The AnnualTown Meeting for the Town of Auburn, N.H. was
called to order by the Moderator, C. Donald Strltch at 1 0:00 AM
on March 8, 1988.
After reading the Warrant, the Moderator displayed the
empty ballot box and voting proceeded until 7:30 P. M., with the
absentee ballots being cast at 2:00 PM. The polls remained
open until 7:30 PM in order to give everyone present a chance
to vote.
The business meeting of the Town was adjourned to Satur-
day, March 12, 1988, at 2:00 PM to take up ARticles Thirteen
through Twenty-Six.
Articles One through Twelve were decided on the written
ballot on March 8, with the following results. A Total of 879
voted. Number of registered voters: 2095.
ARTICLE ONE: To bring you ballots for:
C. Donald Stritch 781
Selectman for Three Years:





Treasurer for One Year:
Gail Legere 747
Highway Agent - Three Years:





Supervisor of the Checklist - Six Years:
Margo L. Cox 51
Donna Jeanne Quinn 266
Trust Fund Trustee - Three Years:
Dorothy J. Carpenter 727
Trust Fund Trustee - Two Years:
Donna Jeanne Quinn 71
9
Library Trustee - Three Years:
Roberta "Bobbi'Trisella 395
Edward M. Quinn, Jr. 106
Charles "Stoney" Worster 309
Cemetery Trustee - Auburn Village - Three Years:
Ernest Allard 779
Cemetery Trustee - Longmeadow - One Year:
Ethan V. Howard III 764
Cemetery Trustee - Longmeadow - Three Years:
Orrin H. Chase 755
Police Commissioner- Three Years:
Aldis J. Christie Jr 464
Earle Wingate III 281
ARTICLE TWO: Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 80:58-86
for a real estate tax lien procedure? These statutes provide that
tax sales to private individuals for non-payment of property
taxes on real estate are replaced with a real estate tax lien pro-
cedure under which only a municipality or county where the pro-
perty is located or the state may acquire a tax lien against land
and building for unpaid taxes. (By Petition) (Recommended by
Board of Selectmen) YES: 583 NO: 193
PROPOSED ZONING CHANGES OF THE TOWN OF AUBURN
QUESTION 1 . (ARTICLE THREE)
Are you in favor of adoption of Amendment No. 1 , as pro-
poed by the Planning Coard, for the Town Zoning Ordinance
as follows:
a Amend Article 2, to redefine the term "wetlands."
b. Amend Article 3.04 (1)(b) Sanitary Protection, to add the
requirement that all septic systems must be at least 1 25 feet
from any wetlands shown on United State Geological Survey
Maps as perennial or intermittent streams or as catalogued
by the Auburn Conservation Commission.
D YES 535 D NO 290
QUESTION 2: (ARTICLE FOUR)
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 as pro-
posed by the Planning Board , for the Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
a Amend Article 3.07 (d), Nonconforming Lots, to identify the
setback requirement as one of the Zoning requirements
which must be met by any building expansion on a noncon-
forming lot.
Amend Article 3.13, Utilities, to eliminate the requirement
that all electric, telephone and cable TV distribution systems
be placed underground where feasible.
b.
D YES 439 NO 364
QUESTION 3: (ARTICLE FIVE)
Are you in favor of adoption of Amendment NO. 3, as pro-
posed by the Planning Board, for theTown Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
To renew the Growth Management Provisions of the Auburn
Zoning Ordinance, maintaining a four percent (4%) growth by
limiting building permits. Section 3.09 thereof, which will
expire on March8, 1 988 if not renewed, and further to amend
the said Section 3.09 to increase the allowance of building
permits issuable to developers and to any one subdivision or
resubdivision of land.
n YES 562 D NO 243
QUESTION 4: (ARTICLE SIX)
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4 as pro-
posed by the Planning Board , for the Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
a Amend ARticle3.1 1 (3)(b), Clustered Development, to elimi-
nate the one hundred fifty (150) foot wide landscaped buffer
requirement and to require instead that the landscaped buf-
fer by twenth percent (20%) of the average width of the de-
veloped tract with a minimum buffer requirement of one
hundred (1 00) feet and a maximum buffer requirement of two
hundred fifty (250) feet. Allowed in the landscaped buffer will
be wells, leachfields and passive recreation.
Amend Article 3.11 (4), Clustered Development, to modify
the formula for determining the number of buildings which will
b.
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be permitted in a clustered development by subtracting the
areas of water bodies, wetlands, Class V and VI soils and
20% and greater slopes for the total acreage of the tract if it is
essential for the applicant to file for a State of New
Hampshire Dredge and Fill permit in order to complete the
project. If no permit is required, one-half of the total area of
water bodies, wetlands. Class V and VI soils and 20% and
greater slopes shall be subtracted from the total acreage of
the tract. The remaining area shall be divided by the minimum
lot size allowed in the district in which the clustered develop-
ment is located.
c. Amend Article 3.11(6), Cluster Development, to eliminate
descriptive language as to why roadways in clustered de-
velopments shall be of private ownership and to change the
word "if to "when".
d. Amend Article3.11 (7)(d), Clustered Development, to require
that adequate provisions be made by the owner of his
authorized agent for school bus access.
D YES 482 D NO 298
QUESTIONS; (ARTICLE SEVEN)
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5, as pro-
posed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance:
Amend Article4.03(6), District Boundaries and Zoning Maps,
to provide that where a zoning district boundary runs through
a lot, the more restrictive zoning classification shall apply to
the whole lot only if twenty percent (20%) or more of the area
of the lot is in the more restrictive zone.
D YES 454 D NO 305
QUESTION 6: (ARTICLE EIGHT)
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 6 as pro-
posed by the Planning Board, for theTown Zoning Ordinance as
follows;
Amend Article 7.01, Building Code and Building Permits
General, to adopt the 1987 BOCA Code and include a new
section differentiating between renovation and rehabilitation
for building permit purposes.
n YES 550 D NO 253
QUESTION 7: (ARTICLE NINE)
Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment NO. 7, as pro-
posed by the Planning Board, for theTown Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
Amend the Zoning Map to rezone the area of land bounded
on the South by Route 1 01 , on the East by Hooksett Road, on
the North by a line running 1000' north of, and parallel to,
Wellington Road and Old Candia and on the West by the Eas-
terly boundary of the Industrial Zone from its existing de-
signation as a C-2 District to an R-1 District.
D YES 430 D NO 411
QUESTION 8; (ARTICLE TEN)
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 8, as pro-
posed by the Planning Baord . for the Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
Amend the Zoning Map to rezone the area of land, beginning
at the Easterly edge of Chester Road at the Southerly edge of
Lot #4, Tax Map 23 and continuing 1,000 feet along the
Southerly lineof Lot#4, Tax Map23 and Lot#5, Tax Map23,
then running Southerly and Easterly following 1 ,00 feet from
Chester Road then Bunker Hill Road, to a point which is 1 ,000
feet from an extension of a point on the Northerly side of Bun-
ker Hill Road and an extension of the Easterly side of Lot # 1 1
,
Tax Map then Southerly to Bunker side of Lot# 1 1 , Tax Map7
then Southerly to Bunker Hill Road fromits existing designa-
tion as an R-2 District to a C-2 District.
D YES 335 D NO 426
QUESTIONS: (ARTICLE ELEVEN)
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 9 as pro-
posed by the Planning Board, for the Town Zoning Ordinance to
see if the Town will vote to increase the building permit fees pro-
vided for in the Auburn Zoning Ordinance, Section 7.03 thereof,
and further to amend the said Secion 7.03 as follows:
a Amend Article 7.03 to increase the rate of charge per square
foot of unfinished floor and basement floor area in a residen-
tial use to 70.
b. Amend Article 7.03 to increase the rate of charge per square
foot of finished living area for residential use to IOC.
c. Amend Article 7.03 to increase the rate of charge per squre
foot of total floor space for all commercial and industrical
structures to 17<l;.
d. Amend Article 7.03 to increase the rate of charge for re-
modeling of existing residential dwellings to 10$ per squre
foot of remodeled or added finished living space plus 7<t per
squre foot per floor of unfinished floor space, basement
included.
e. Amend Article 7.03 to provide that all new detached ac-
cessory structures to residential dwelling shall be assessed
at a building permit fee at a rate of 7(t; per square foot of
finished or unfinished floor space or a flat rate fee of $25.00,
whichever is greater.
f. Amend Article 7.03, to provide that permits for electrical and
plumbing renovations shall be assessed at a rate of $1.00
per electrical circuit and $1 .00 per plumbing fixture unit, or a
flat rate of $25.00, whichever is greater.
DYES 375 D NO 445
QUESTION 10: (ARTICLE TWELVE)
In accordance with RSA 31, Section 63 and 63A we, the
undersigned, respectfully request the area from the Auburn
Hooksett town line, to Wellington Road, Old Candia Road and
Hooksett - from 1,000 feet north of Wellington Road and Old
Candia Road, south to Route 1 01 , be rezoned from commercial-
industrial to residential. We also request that this zoning
change be placed before the voters of the town of Auburn.
(By Petition)
n YES 335 D NO 506
The adjourned business meeting was called to order by the
Moderator, C. Donald Stritch, at 2:00 P.M. on Saturday, March
12,1 988. Mr. Topliff led us in prayer. Mr. Stritch read the results
of the voting on Tuesday, March 8, 1 988.
ARTICLE THIRTEEN: To see if the Town will vote to accept such
Trust Funds as may come in during the year and Trust Funds as
have not been previously accepted.
Eugene Thomas moved that Article Thirteen be adopted as prin-
ted in the Warrant. Seconded Brenda Beer. Article Thirteen
passes.
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ARTICLE FOURTEEN: To see if the Town will vote to use the
income of the H.B. Burnham Fund for the schools or library.
David Griffin moved that the income from the H. B. Burnham Fund
be used for the library. Seconded Charles Worster. DavidGriffin
explained that H.B. Burnham was a turn of the century doctor
who left this fund. Article Fourteen passes as moved.
ARTICLE FIFTEEN: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to accept gifts for the use of the Town as may now or
hereafter be forthcoming.
Richard Shackelton moved the article be approved as written.
Hubert Topliff seconded. Article Fifteen passed.
ARTICLE SIXTEEN: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
Edmond Labore moved approval of Article Sixteen as written in
the Warrant. Winifred Sanford seconded. The Selectmen noted
that we have not needed to borrow money since the bi-annual
tax warrant, but this article is needed in the event that there is a
need to borrow. Article Sixteen passed.
ARTICLE SEVENTEEN: To see it the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to dispose of any or all property acquird by tax
deed, by public auction or sealed bid, with the right to reject
all bids.
Eugene Thomas moved the article as printed. Armand Gagnon
seconded. Article Seventeen passed.
ARTICLE EIGHTEEN: To see if the Town will authorize the
Selectmen to make application for and to receive and spend
such advances, grants-in-aid, or other funds for Town purposes
as may now, or hereafter be forthcoming from Federal, State,
Local or private agencies.
Richard Shackelton moved Article Eighteen be approved as
printed in the Warrant. Mary Griffin seconded. Article Eighteen
passed.
ARTICLE NINETEEN. To see if the Town will appropriate the
sum of Sixteen-Thousand-Seven-Hundred-Eighty-One Dollars
($16,781) for the Auburn Police Department to purchase a
cruiser. (Amount included in Budget) (Recommended by the
Budget Committee)
Chief Lloyd Wood moved to accept ARticle Nineteen as written
in the Warrant. Theobald Therrien seconded. The purchase will
be a Ford LTD Crown Victoria with cruiser package. Next year
the Department expects to request a four-wheel drive vehicle.
Article Nineteen passed.
ARTICLE TWENTY: To see if the Town will vote to raise ana
appropriate the sum of One-Hundred-Fifty-Five-Thousand
Dollars ($1 55,000) for the Auburn Fire Department to purchase
a Fire Truck. (This amount included in the Budget.) (Recommen-
ded by Budget Committee)
Chief Martin Sullivan moved to accept Article Twenty. Secon-
ded Bruce Phillips. This new truck will replace a 1961 model.
Brenda Beer moved to vote on the question. There being no
objection, the Article was voted on and Article Twenty passed.
ARTICLE TWENTY-ONE: To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of Fifty-Five-Thousand Dollard ($55,-
000) for the Auburn Fire Department to purchase a Rescue Vehi-
cle. (This amount included in the Budget). (Recommended by
the Budget Committee)
Bruce Phillips moved to accept the Article as written in the
Warrant. Martin Sullivan seconded. This will be a light rescue,
not transport, with an all aluminum box. Anna Davis suggested
the members of the Fire Department stand for recognition. Joe
Stacy moved the question. There being no objections, the vote
was taken and Article Twenty-One passed.
Representative Harry Flanders brought us up to date on the
Latest happenings at the Legislature. Mr. Flanders is on the
environment and Agriculture Committee. He left a booklet on
radon for anyone interested.
ARTICLE TWENTY-TWO: We, the undersigned, do hereby
request the Town to vote to appropriate the sum of Twenty
Thousand Dollars ($20,000) to upgrade Peachtree Road to a
Class V Road. (By Petition)
Lisa-Beth Sanford Pat Reynolds
Brian Thomas Conrad Clement
Kathy Canedy Nancy Johnson
Alain D. Beaudoin * Ralph Johnson
Anne D. Beaudoin* Harry E. Flanders
Dennis D. Beer Dorothy Carpenter
Armand R. Gagnon Joseph A. Guimond
Muriel E. Gagnon .^^^ Registered Voters
(Amount not included in the Budget) (Not Recommended by the
Budget Committee)
Dennis Beer moved the Article be accepted as printed in the
Warrant. Gary Burwen seconded. Selectman Shackelton stated
that the Budget Committee had not recommended this because
they felt that there was a need to concentrate on main roads.
Armand Gagnon explained the need. It is dirt road now, approx-
imately 1 200 ft will be upgraded.
Orrin Chase asked for a ballot vote on the Article.
Discussion continued. Approximately .8 mile of road is not
maintained by the Town in the Sun Valley area. Peachtree Road
is part of this. Road Agent Stacy estimated $80,000 to upgrade
the entire .8 mile. Eugene Thomas, Selectman, stated that the
Selectmen had originally intended to use the money to be
realized from tax property sales in this area for upgrading of the
roads, but the budget Committee felt that there was a need to
concentrate on main roads in town.
Earl Rinker made a motion to amend Article Twenty-Two as
follows: Change $20,000 to $80,000 (Eighty Thousand) to up-
grade entire .8 mile in this area. Armand Gagnon seconded.
Whenquiered, Mr. Stacy stated that "upgrade" meant to pave.
Bruce Mason moved to vote on the amendment. There was no
objection to voting on the amendment. The Moderator stated
that Mr. Chase had requested a ballot vote on the question. If
there is no such request for vote on the amendment, it will be by
voice vote. There was none. Voice vote was too close to deter-
mine, therefore, a hand count was taken. The count was Yes,
60; No, 61 . The amendment was defeated.
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Paul Blais made a motion to amend Article Twenty-Two as
follows: Change Article Twenty- Two to read $80,000 (Eighty
Thousand Dollars) to upgrade the Class VI roads to Class V
roads in the Sun Valley area. David Sawyer seconded. Bruce
Mason moved to vote on the amendment. There was no objec-
tion. Vote on amendment was Yes, 64; No, 60 The amend-
ment passed.
Gary Burwen moved to vote on the Article as amended. There
was no objection. This was a ballot vote as requested. Yes, 90;
No, 48 The Article as amended passed.
The Moderator, on behalf of the Town of Auburn, recognized
Kathy Canedy for her outstanding work on the Auburn Newslet-
ter. Her work has been greatly appreciated. Kathy will no longer
be producing the Newsletter.
The Moderator announced that the Moderator and Selectmen
have discussed the upgraing of the voting procedures in
Auburn. He announced that one change will be opening of the
polls at 7:00 AM. This news was warmly received.
ARTICLE TWENTY THREE: To see if the Town will authorize the
Selectmen to accept private donations of land, interest in land
or money to be deposited into the conservation fund for the pur-
poses of contributing to the local matching portion required for
acquiring conservation land or interest in land and other costs
associated therewith for permanenet conservation use under
the N.H. Land Conservation Investment Program (LCIP) RSA
221 -A, and authorize the Selectmen to apply for and accept the
State matching funds under the LCIP for purposes of acquisition
of the fee or lesser interest in conservation land. Said approp-
riated or donated funds and state matching funds may be ex-
pended by majority vote of the conservation commission.
Richard Shackelton moved the Article as printed. Muriel
Gagnon seconded. Tom Abbott, Chairman of the Conservation
Commission, explained that there will be no money approp-
nated by the Town, concern was expressed by several that it
would cost the town money. Alex Komaridis moved to amend
the Article as follows: In the first sentence delete "contributing
to" and substitute "constituting." In the last sentence delete
"appropriated or" and add "and land" after donated funds.
Bruce Mason seconded. Selectman Thomas stated the word-
ing of this Article was from the State andhe could not predict
what changing of this Article would mean. Vote on the amend-
ment passed. Vote on this Article as amended passed. The Arti-
cle now reads as follows: "To see if the Town will authorize the
Selectmen to accept private donations of land, interest in land
or money to be depositied into the conservation fund for the pur-
poses of constituting the local matching portion required for
acquiring conservation land or interest in land and other costs
associated therewith for permanent conservation use under the
N.H. Land Conservation Investment Program(LCIP) RSA221 -A,
and authorize the Selectmen to apply for and accept the State
matching funds under the LCIP for the purposes of acquisition of
the fee or lesser interest in conservation land. Said donated
funds and land and State matching funds may be expended by
majority vote of the conservation commission."
ARTICLE TWENTY FOUR: To see if the Town will vote, as pro-
vided for in RSA3 1:04- a, the change of the next fiscal year of the
town to January 1 , 1 989 - June 30, 1 990; and to a fiscal year of
July 1 - June 30 each year thereafter.
Hubert Topliff moved approval of the Article as printed. Bruce
Mason seconded. Mr. Topliff explained that we would then be
voting on appropriations before expending the money. As it is
now, we do not vote on appropriations until March which have
begun in January. The report of the Fiscal study Committee is
printed in the Town Book. Discussion stated that this would
separate school and town elections, people would be less likely
to attend a town meeting during the nice weather, and town
reports would not be as current. Armand Gagnonmoved to vote
on the question. There was no objection and the vote on this
article was No. Article was defeated.
ARTICLE TWENTY FIVE: To see if the Town will vote to set the
date of the annual town meeting, as provided for in RSA 39:1 -a
to second Tuesday in May each year, effective 1990. (Note:
This article will be dismissed if the Article changing the fiscal
year is not voted in the affirmative.)
The Moderator noted that this ARticle is mute and will not be dis-
cussed since the previous Article was defeated.
ARTICLE TWENTH-SIX: To hear the report of the Budget Com-
mittee and to see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate to defray Town charges and legal obligations
for the ensuing year.
Mary Griffin moved an appropriation in the amount of $1,506,
-
350. (One Million, Five Hundred and Six Thousand, Three Hun-
dred and Fifty Dollars) Winifrd Sanford Seconded.
Richard Miller noted that the Budget Committee Recommen-
ded Budget amount was in error in the Town Book. He felt that
the Town Book was poorly printed and suggested a new printer
next year.
John Davis stated strong disappointment that our Recreational
Area is not ready for use yet despite several years of waiting and
a great amount of monies expended.
Selectman Shackelton noted one increase being the full time
police protection. He commended Chief Wood for his work and
noted the substantial decrease in burglaries.
Martin Sullivan moved to vote on the question. There were no
objections. Vote to appropriate $1,506,350. (One Million, Five
Hundred and Six Thousand, Three Hundred and Fifty Dollars)
was in the affirmative.
Bruce Phillips made a motion to adjourn and meeting was ad-
journed at 4:40 pm.
Respectfully Submitted,
Nancy H. Gagnon, Town Clerk
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Detailed Statement of Payments
Town Officer's Salaries
Susan Anderson, Deputy Treasurer
Nancy Butts, Deputy Town Clerk
Columbine S. Cleaves, Selectmen's Secretary
Nancy Gagnon, Town Clerk
Cynthia A. Hebert, Selectmen's Secretary
Edmond Labore, Selectman
Gail Legere, Treasurer
Eva L. Lunnie, Tax Collector
Richard P. Miller, Deputy Treasurer
Margaret Neveu, Selectmen's Assistant
Nathan H. Pearce, Jr., Bookkeeper
Cynthia J. Poulin, Deputy Tax Collector
Lisa-Beth Sanford, Budget Committee Secretary
Richard Shackelton, Selectman
Eugene Thomas, Selectman
Chris McLaughlin, Health Officer
Donna Quinn, Treasurer, Trustee of Trust Funds
Charles Kellett, Selectmen
Town Officer's Expenses
Amoskeag Bank, Deposit Box
Postmaster, Postage
Rockingham Cty. Reg. of Deeds, Recording Fees
NH City & Town Clerks Association, Dues
National Market Reports, Inc., Books
NH Resource Recovery Association, Dues
Loring, Short & Harmon, Supplies
Eva L Lunnie, Re-lmb. Supplies
Edmond Labore, Selectmen's Expenses
Nancy Gagnon, Re-lmb. Postage & Supplies
NH Mun. Health Trust, B/C Insurance
Treasurer State, Board of Land & Tax Appeals
Amoskeag Bank, Town's Share Medicare,
Town Officer's Salary
Ross Express, Freight
Office Dimensions, Office Supplies
NH Tax Collectors Association, Dues
NH Municipal Association, Dues& Conferences
NH Association of Assessing, Dues
Margaret Neveu, Re-lmb. Postages Supplies
Municipal Computer Services, Computer Svcs.
US Postal Service, Stamped Envelopes
Taft Business Machine, Service & Supplies
Treasurer State of NH, Supplies
AT&T, Telephones
New England Telephone, Telephones
Keye Productivity Center, Seminar
Tom Ray Office Supplies
Equity Publishing Corp, Revised NHRSA
Sir Speedy, Printing
Boy Scout Troop 127, Deliver Town Books
Assessment Service of NH, Assessment Svc.
Homestead Press, Printing
United Appraisal Co., Appraisals
Typewriter Headquarters, Repairs
Sackett & Brake Survey, Map Update
David Belford, Consulting Forester



























































Mobil Office Equipment, Supplies 727.09
Treasurer State of NH, Marriage Lie. Fees 247.00
T.L. Johns, Pictures 38.00
Carri-Plodzik-Sanderson Prof. Assoc, Audit 5,432.50
Richard Shackelton, Selectmen's Expenses 750.00
Eugene Thomas, Selectmen's Expenses 750.00
Graphic Plus, Printing 290.93
Quill Corporation, Office Supplies 784.08
Schwaab Inc., Ink stamps 48.00
Dartwell Corporation, 9-5 Booklets ,. 86.97
Curry Copy & Printing, Printing 65.50
McBee Systems, Supplies 442.40
Chris McLaughlin, Re-lmb. Supplies 46.64
Cynthia Hebert, Mileage 35.80
Lantern Restaurant, Selectmen & School
Board Dinner Meeting 93.08
NH Municipal Secretaries Association, Dues 10.00
NH Health Association, Dues 15.00
Columbines. Cleaves, Re-lmb. Mileages Supplies 58.00
Padgett-Thompson, Seminar 99.00
Wheeler & Clark, Dog Tags 1 92.93




Susan Jenkins, Supervisor Checklist 323.13
Margo Cox, Supervisor Checklist 343.75
Eugene Thomas, Selectman 225.00
Richard Shackelton, Selectman 300.00
Edmond Labore, Selectman 225.00
C. Donald Stritch, Moderator 300.00
Harry Flanders, Ass't Moderator 180.00
Auburn Lunch Program, Lunches 69.50
Nancy Johnson, Supper 360.00
Theresa Dutka, Ballot Clerk 240.00
Amelia Sullivan, Ballot Clerk 240.00
Shirtey Stark, Ballot Clerk 240.00
Marjorie Chase, Ballot Clerk 240.00
Nancy Gagnon, Town Clerk 300.00
Mary Griffin, Ass't Town Clerk 240.00
Margaret Neveu, Counter 20.00
Columbine Cleaves, Counter 40.00
Herb Chase, Counter 80.00
Jaison Stritch, Counter 20.00
Alex Komaridis, Counter 20.00
William Wood, Counter 20.00
Cedric Preston, Booths 75.00
Kevin Heald, Booths 75.00
Countour Marketing, Inc, Supplies 264.93
Postmaster, Postage 46.35
Auburn Supermarket, Supplies 17.41
Margaret Neveu, Re-lmb. Supplies 52.10
Sir Speedy, Printing 289.90
Patti Allard, Supervisor Checklist 363.82
Cynthia Hebert, Counter 20.00
McDonalds Restaurant, Breakfast 80.00
Janice Griffin, Ballot Clerk 70.00
Orrin Chase, Ballot Clerk 60.00
Bruce Mason, Booths 150.00
Evans Printing, Printing 45.74
Charles Kellett, Selectman 75.00
Mary Ann Rolfe, Ballot Clerk 60.00
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Earle Wingate III, Counter
Michael Klein, Booths
Cemeteries
Auburn Village Cemetery Trustees, Approp.
Longmeadow Cemetery Trustees, Approp.
Town Hall& Other Buildings
Lee Boles, Fuel Oil




Sundeen Appliances, Electric Stove
Bill Trombly Plumbings Heating, Repairs
Auburn True Value, Supplies
Taft Business Machines, Copies Service Contract
Michael Hasbrouck, Rubbish Removal
Paula Marzloff, Janitor
Sundeen Lumber, Water Heater
D.E. Week, Repairs & Installation
Loring, Short, Harmon, Table
Pitney Bowes, Postage Meter Rental
Belmont Spring Water, Water
Donald Graves, Re-lmb. for Intercom
Treasurer, State of NH, Inspection
Milo J. Owen, Elect. Repairs
Brewer Fuel, Service Call
Alice Belanger, Cleaning
Robert Sims, Repairs
Tom Ray Office, Chair
Planning & Zoning
Donald Graves, Building Inspector




Caron Engineering, Inc, Services
Tom Abbott, Aerial Photos
Sackett & Brake Survey, Maps
BOCA International, Dues & Books
Loring, Short & Harmon, Supplies
Margaret Neveu, Re-lmb. Postages Supplies
NH Municipal Health Trust, B/C Insurance
Amoskeag Bank, Town Share Medicare
Robyn-Le Kohut, Planning Board Secretary
Union Leader, Legal Notices
Nat'l Fire Protection Assoc,
Vz Seminar for Build. Insp.
Donald Graves, Re-imb. Mileages Supplies
Columbine S. Cleaves, Z B A Clerk
NH Assoc, of Conservation Comm., Dues
Southern NH Planning Comm., Regulations
Robyn-Le Kohut, Re-lmb. Postages Supplies
Tom Ray Office, Supplies
Eva L. Lunnie, Z B A Secretary
Granite State
Office Dimensions, File Cabinet
DufresneS Henry, Inc., Engineering
Ann Sullivan, Secretary
10.00
Quick Arms & Supply, Revolvers & Arms
Norma Martin, Re-imb, Supplies
R.K,B. Const. Inc., Repairs
Treasurer, State of NH, Supplies
Cen-Com, Repairs
Equity Publishing Corp., Supplies
New England Telephone, Phones
AT& T, Phones
Office Dimensions, Supplies
Union Leader, Office Wanted Ad
Maids & Co., Office Cleaning
Donna Boyd- Robertson, Re-imb Supplies
Sir Speedy, Printing
Alfax Mfg., Supplies
Granite State Business Forms, Supplies
TAB Police Dist., Supplies
LECC Fund, Dues
Kendall Insurance, Fire Dept. Ins. (Rent)
Manchester Water Works, Gas & Repairs
Shawrmut Distributors, Supplies
NH Police Association, Dues
Linda Young, Re-imb. Supplies
Northern Auto Work, Parts
Conw^ay Office, Supplies
Photos- R- Us, Photos
Alexander Battery, Repairs
Dictaphone, Supplies
Auburn True Value, Supplies
M P H Industries, Supplies
NH Law Directory, Law Book
Gladstone Auto Body, Cruiser Repair
Neptune, Inc., Uniforms
Dr. Guillermo Brena, Officer Exams
Setina Mfg. Co., Supplies
Viking Office Products, Supplies
Mobile Office, Supplies
Derry Locksmith, Repairs
Laconia Fire Dept., Fill Ext.
NH Chiefs of Police, Dues
International Chiefs of Police, Dues
The Balsams, NHCP Conference
Keystone Battery, Supplies
CandlaAuto, Supplies
Moquin's Starters Alternator Service, Repairs
Bedford Commons Radiology, Officer Exam
Psychotheraphy Assoc, Officer Exam
Quill Corp., Supplies
IPMA, Police Entry A-2Exams
ICMA, Police Policies
Granite State Fire Systems, Supplies
Pitney Bowes, Postage Meter
Bear Aid Inc., Supplies
John P. Curran, Repairs
Ross Express, Freight
20th Century Plastics, Supplies
Specialty Products, Supplies
NH Bar Association, Dues
lACP, Conferences
NH State Aslet Training Service, Training
R B Graphics, Supplies
A & A Cleaners, Uniform Cleaning
Uni Globe Travel, Chief to Conference
Fun Time Photos, Photos
Jim Trombly, Repairs


































































Edward Picard, Re-imb, Supplies
Keystone Press, I D Cards
Lloyd Wood, Re-imb, Supplies
Overhead Door Co., Repairs
Video B of NH
Concord Hospital, Treatment
Ron Hadley, Dry Gas
Parker Danner
Paula Page, Re-imb, Postage
Kinderprint Co., Inc. Supplies
William D. Ravgiala Jr., Special Officer
Elliot X-Ray Consultant, Officer X-Ray
Picard Signs, Signs
Fire Department
National Fire Protection Assoc. Subscription
L J M Service, Inc., Parts
Westco, Parts
Paul Blais, Re-imb Supplies
Russ Phillips., Re-imb., Supplies
NH Medical Supply, Supplies
Hospital Home Health Care of NH, Supplies
New England Telephone, Phones
AT&T, Phones
Manchester Water Works, Gas
Greenwood Fire Aparatus, Inc. Parts
Auburn True Value, Supplies
Boston Coupling Co., Inc., Supplies
Keystone Battery, Parts
Debbie Anderson, Re-imb., Supplies
Good Morning Sales, Supplies
Penn-H Lub., Inc., Motor Oil
Cen-Com, Radio Repairs
Emergency Warning Systems, Equipment
Duval's Towing, Towing
NH Fire Standards, Training
Sanel Auto Parts, Parts
Jim Yankee's Radiator Sales, Repairs





Jim Trombly Plumbing & Heating, Repairs
Bellemore Heating, Fuel Oil
Mersk- Sharp- Dohme, Shots
Kar Products, Supplies
Granite State Fire Systems, Equipment
Motorola, Equipment
First Aid Home Care, Supplies
N.E Association of Fire Chiefs, Dues
Kendall Insurance, Insurance
Melissa McCarthy, Re-imb., Supplies
Lee Boles, Fuel Oil
Silver Screen Video, Training
Office Dimensions, Supplies
Interstate Emergency Unit, Dues
Lake Fuel Injection Inc., Repairs
Auburn Power Equipment, Supplies
Sullivan Tire, Tires
Fleet Maintenance, Inc., Repairs
The Pine Center, Supplies
Bergeron Associates, Parts

































































Thomas Hebert, Truck Inspection
Preco, Inc. Supplies
Derry Fire Department, Dispatching Service
Treasurer, State of N.H., Supplies
HOP Pressure Cleaning, Cleaning
Jim Thompson, Re-imp., Supplies
Northern Auto Works, Repairs
NH Fire Prevention Society, Dues
Tom Ray Office, Supplies
The Knox Co., Supplies
Robert O'Leary, Re-imb., Supplies
Moquin's Starter & Alternator, Repairs
Bruce Phillips, Re-imb., Supplies
Lynn Therrien, Rescue Training
Graybar Electric, Supplies
Merriam Graves, Supplies
Marty Sullivan, Re-imb. Supplies
Border Area Mutual Aid Association, Dues
Fire Chiefs, Subscription
Union Leader, Advertising
Nashua Fire Radio Co., Supplies
Ray Reed, Re-imb. Truck Maintenance
C& S Specialty, Inc., Supplies
Jani-Clean, Floor Care
Clark Surgical Corp., Supplies
Manchester Mack, Parts
Precision Emergency Vehicles of N.E., Supplies
Hatch Printing, Printing
Poseidon Air Systems, Supplies























149.25 Joe Stacy General Construction, Inc.,
1,945.50 Labor & Equipment
30.00 H. K. Butler, Truck
25.90 Coopers Sons, Truck
12.95 R H. Hartford Construction Co., Inc.,
125.00 Labor & Equipment
25.00 Robin Hartford, Labor
29.79 Michael Hasbrouck, Labor
95.00 Stephen Knox, Labor
75.00 Scott Rolfe, Labor
102.24 James Stacy, Labor
25.60 R- C. Hazelton Co., Inc., Parts
200.00 Manchester Water Works, Gravel
26.57 Granite State Minerals, Salt
68.52 Sanel Auto Parts, Parts
61 .00 Amoskeag Bank, Towns Share Medicare
50.00 Moquin's Starter & Alternator Co., Repairs
38.00 Bishop Welding, Welding
18.96 Manchester Sand & Gravel, Sand
98.00 L- M. Sargent, Truck
96 40 Candia Auto Parts, Parts




386.40 Barrett Paving, Materials
47.50 Joe Stacy General Construction, Inc.,
1,090.75 Labors Equipment
900.20 R.H. Hartford, Labor & Equipment
32,637.65
Amoskeag Bank, Town Share of Medicare
Belmont Spring Water, Water
Public Service Co., Electricity
Auburn Supermarket, Supplies
New England Telephone, Phone
Granite State Fire Systems, Supplies







Joe Stacy General Cont. Inc.,
Labor & Equipment




Cedric Preston, Jr., Re-imb. Gas& Diesel
Edmond Labore, Jr., Labor
Auburn True Value, Supplies
Cav Corp. Supplies
Manchester Sand & Gravel, Sand
Manchester Redi-Mix, Concrete





Union Leader, Ad for Help
Norman Field, Labor
Moquin's Starter & Alt. Co., Repairs
Candia Auto Parts, Parts
All Seasons Equipment Rental, Equip. Rented
Wear-Guard, Coveralls
Reconstruction- Chester Turnpike, Rattlesnake Hill,
Pingree Hill and Calef Roads
Joe Stacy General Cont. Inc.,
487.24
Boston Children's Museum, Summer Program Trip 210.50
Amy Sullivan. Re-imb. Supplies 7.10
Amoskeag Bank, Towns Share of Medicare 1 7.86
Triangle Toilets, Rental (Olde Home Days) 340.00
Telstar Display, Fireworks (Olde Home Days) 2,000.00
Tom Abbott, Transport Trees 40.00
Douglas Tibbetts, Re-imb. Newsletter 654.08
Daniel Carpenter, Remove Garbage 15.00
Carol Mack, Refund Summer Program 10.00
Liberty Trophies, Trophies (Olde Home Days) 294.86
Roosevelt's Restaurant, Senior Trip 517.00
Salem Witch Museum, Senior Trip 100.00
S&S Arts & Crafts, Supplies Summer Program 232.35
Public Service Co., Lights Old Home Day 38.85
Recreation Grant
RSL Layout & Design Inc.
Union Leader Corp., Legal Notice




Amoskeag Bank, Tax Anticipation Loan Interest
New Fire House
Auburn True Value, Supplies
The Pine Center, Supplies
Kar Products, Supplies
Office Dimensions, Equipment
Mike Brien, Re-imb. Supplies
Seamans Supply, Supplies




J.H. Rolfe Construction, Labor & Equipment
Jani-Clean, Cleaning
Sundeen Lumber, Supplies




C & S Specialty, Inc., Supplies
Bruce Phillips, Re-lmb., Supplies
Hydrants
Manchester Water Works, Hydrants
Insurance
N.H. Municipal Workers Comp. Trust.,
Insurance
Wageman Insurance, Bonds
N.H. Municipal Association, Insurance
Unemployment Compensation







Comparative Statement of Appropriations
























Reward Fund (Hold Over)
Dry Hydrants
Police Cruiser (Warrant Article)























Deduct Charge for New Checks
Total
Less: Selectmen's Order Paid - 1988












Balance Jan. 1, 1988
Report of the Treasurer
Griffin Free Public Library
Receipts
Balance Brought Forward 1/1/88
Auburn Village School
1 989 - 90 School Warrants & Budget
1 987 - 88 Annual School Reports

OFFICERS
THE AUBURN SCHOOL DISTRICT








J. Herbert Tardiff, Chairman Term Expires 1989
Alex Komaridis Term Expires 1 990
William Wood Term Expires 1 991
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
David R. Cawley











School Administrative Unit # 1
5
90 Farmer Road




State of New Hampshire
School Warrant for Election
of Officers
To the inhabitants of the School District, in the Town of
Auburn, New Hampshire, qualified to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Auburn Village School
in said district, on the fourteenth day of March, 1989, at seven
o'clock in the morning to act upon the following subjects:
1
.
To choose a Moderator for the ensuing three years.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing three years.
3. To choose a member of the School Board for the ensu-
ing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing three years.
The polls will remain open from seven o'clock in the fore-
noon until seven o'clock in the afternoon and as much longer
thereafter as the voters of the school district, at the beginning
may vote.
Given under our hands and seal at said Auburn,




J. Herbert Tardiff, Chairman
Alex Komaridis
William Wood
Auburn School District Warrant
State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the School District, in the town of
Auburn, New Hampshire, qualified to vote in district affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Auburn Village School
in said District on the seventeenth day of March, 1 989 , at eight
o'clock in the evening to act upon the following subjects:
(1
)
To hear the report of agents, auditors and committees or
officer chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
(2) To see if the District will vote to authorize the School
Board to apply for, accept and expend, without further action by
the School District Meeting, money from the state, federal or
other governmental unit or a private source which becomes
available during the 1989-90 fiscal year provided that such
expenditure be made for purposes for which a School District
may appropriate money and that such expenditure not require
the expenditure of other School District funds.
(3) To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $24,300.00 as a suplementary appropriation for the
1 988-89 fiscal year for special education tuition and expenses
and authorize the expenditure of sweepstakes revenue in the
amount of $24,300 distributed by the Department of Education
under the provisions of 1988 New Hampshire laws, Ch. 278 to
fund this appropriation. (Recommended)
(4) (Submitted by petition) We, the undersigned voters,
hereby request, that any increase in the School budget, reflect
no more than a 5% increase per year on our Tax Bills, starting
with the 1 990 tax year. By petition, to be placed on the School
Warrant, and to be voted on at the School District meeting,
(5) To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of One Hundred Twenty One Thousand One Hundred
Seventy One ($121,171.00) Dollars to fund the cost items re-
lated to an increase in teacher's salaries and benefits attribut-
able to the Collective Bargaining Agreement being entered into
by the Auburn School Board and the Auburn Education Associa-
tion for the 1 989-90 fiscal year. Such sum of money represents
the additional costs attributable to the increase in salaries and
benefits over those obligations payable in the prior Collective
Bargaining Agreement. (This is the second year of a two year
contract.) (This sum of money is included in the 1989-90
budget) (Recommended)
(6) To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise
and appropriate for the support of schools, for the payment of
salaries and benefits for school district officials and agents
other than benefit and salary increases to teachers, and for the
payment of statutory obligations of the District.
School Board of Auburn
New Hampshire
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March 11 , 1 988
The Auburn School District Meeting was called to order at8
p.m. on March 1 1, 1988 by C. Donald Stritch, Moderator, In the
Auburn Village School Gymnasium.
Article 1 : Alex Komaradis made motion to accept and Dennis
McCarthy seconded. There was no discussion. The vote was
called for. Article 1 passed.
Article 2 : J . Herbert Tardiff made motion to accept and Winifred
Sanford seconded. There was no discussion. The vote was
called for. Article 2 passed.
Article 3 : A Motion to see if the school district will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $1 16,985 to fund the cost items
related to an increase in teachers salaries and benefits for the
fiscal year 1988-89 was made by William H. Wood and secon-
ded by Muriel Gagnon. Mr. Wood explained the new base start-
ing salary at $1 7,300 and the 1 5% across the board increase to
keep our salary schedule competitive with other area towns.
Other questions were answered and a vote was called for. Arti-
cle 3 passed.
Article 4 : Winifred Sanford made the motion to accept the sum
of $3,058,805 including Article 3 for support of schools related
expenses. The motion was seconded by Mr. Phillips. Ann Sul-
livan asked what accounted for the guidance increase. It was
explained that a full time vice principal and guidance counselor
attributed to this. Mr. Gagnon asked about the $6,438 increase
in other support services and it was explained salary raises for
custodian, bus drivers, non teaching staff. It was asked that in
future years if a line item report of actual expenditures could be
included in the town report. The school board were willing to do
this but made the people aware that this would be data that is
over ayear old. The school board explained that excess money
left over in the budget is returned to the town to help the district
assessment be decreased. It was explained the transportation
contract expires this year and negotiations are underway to
secure a new contract and 1 bus will be added for a total of 5.
Many other questions were dealt with and answered. Mr. Sul-
livan made motion to call for a vote which was seconded by Mr.
Phillips. Article 4 passed.
Mr. Phillips made a motion to adjourn. Mr. Sullivan secon-
ded. Meeting was adjourned at 9:1 5 p.m.
Respectfully submitted
MarciaTrombly
Auburn School District Clerk
AS
Principal's Report
Graduation exercises were held on June2 1 , 1 988, with fifty-
six students receiving diplomas. The guest speaker was fvlr.
Hubie McDonough, former graduate of Manchester Memorial
High School, Professional player for the Los Angeles Kings
Hockey organization. Honor speakers were Elizabeth Marzloff,
David Lachance and Julie Mercier. Department Awards went to
Julie Mercier, Social Studies; Colin Foye, Science; Elizabeth Mar-
zloff, English; and David Lachance, Mathematics. The Honor
Student Award went to Elizabeth Marzloff, PTA Most Improved
to Adam Nickulas, Millie Preston Service Award to Laura Milne,
Hooksett Rotary Award to Laura Milne, School Board Citizen-
ship Award to Katharine Phillips and the A.E A. Teacher
Appreciation Award to Laura Milne.
During the past school year the faculty has worked on two
major curriculum areas. The Social Studies Curriculum Com-
mittee, chaired by Carol Gosselin, reviewed the curriculum pre-
sently being taught and recommended a new program that will
be implemented during the 1988-1989 school year.
The Health Curriculum Committee was chaired by Robert
Gilleran, the school guidance counselor. The major objective of
the committee was to review the information provided to elemen-
tary schools on drug education by the Secretary of Education,
William Bennett, and the New Hampshire State Department of
Education and recommend the adoption of a comprehensive
drug education program for all grades. After reviewing the infor-
mation and attending several awareness workshops on a
variety of programs, the Committee recommended the "Here's
Looking At You 2000" program. Nell Keif, teacher, and Robert
Gilleran were responsible for writing two grants that were ap-
proved for more than $6,000 by the State Department of Educa-
tion for curriculum materials and extensive teacher training
conducted by the State Department of Education under a spe-
cial grant to address the drug education issue.
The Auburn PTA continues to be a positive force working to
provide students with a wide range of cultural arts programs and
support for innovative projects.
R.C. Foss and Sons was selected as the General Contrac-
tor for the new construction and began work in April. Although
there were several inconveniences during the months of May
and June, the main focus was to prepare the site for the major
work that would take place during the summer months. During
this period the teachers were invaluable in helping me maintain
a reasonable learning environment and ending the school year
on a positive note.
As the population increases and the school programs ex-
pand, there needs to be more parent awareness and support to
help maintain a positive attitude toward the Auburn Village
School.
I want to extend a thankyou to the Auburn School Board, the
Superintendent of Schools, members of the community, the
schoolstaff, the school volunteers, the Auburn Lioness, and the







To the Members of the School Board
Auburn School District
Auburn, New Hampshire
We have examined the general purpose financial state-
ments of the Auburn School District as of and for theyear ended
June 30, 1 988, as listed in the table of contents. Our examina-
tion was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards and, accordingly, included such tests of the accounting
records and such other auditing procedures as we considered
necessary in the circumstances.
As described in Note 1 B, the general purpose financial
statements referred to above do not include the General Fixed
Asset Group of Accounts, which should be included to conform
with generally accepted accounting principles. The amount
that should be recorded in the General Fixed Assets Account
Group is not known.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed
Asset Group of Accounts results in an incomplete presentation,
as explained in the above paragraph, the general purpose finan-
cial statements referred to above present fairly the financial
position of the Auburn School District at June 30, 1 988, and the
results of its operations for the year then ended, in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a
basis consistent with that of the preceding year.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an
opinion on the general purpose financial statements taken as a
whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements
and schedule listed in the table of contents are presented for
purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the
general purpose financial statements of the Auburn School Dis-
trict. Such information has been subjected to the auditing pro-
cedures applied in the examination of the general purpose
financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated in all
material respects in relation to the general purpose financial
statements taken as a whole.
October 28, 1988






The 1 987-88 school year has been a most challenging time
for the Auburn School Board, the administration, and staff. The
Board has worked diligently in having numerous meetings to
determine the resolution of the building project.
We have all been extensively involved in the various phases
ofthis construction project, beginning with bidopenings. Every-
one involved in these activities deserves credit for their co-
operation as a concerted effort was made to have this project
run as smooth as possible. The architect and the contractor are
to be commended for their efforts as well.
We have continued to monitor the actual enrollment figues
on an ongoing basis as we have done for the past several years.
It appears that Auburn is In sort of an enviable position whereby
they have room for the growth of their student population.
We have also been fortunate that the teaching staff has had
a very low turnover this year.
The district recently entered into a three year contract with
the Manchester School System for the tuitioning of Auburn high
school students.
With the growing pains that were experienced, additional
staff, including teachers, custodians, bus drivers, will also have
to be seriously considered in future major expenditures.
A question frequently asked by members of the community
is whether the Department of Revenue Administration audits
the school district accounts for the fiscal year. The Department
of Revenue Administration is no longer in the business of
regularly auditing school district accounts, but the district does
employ a private auditing firm who usually audits the accounts
after the close of the fiscal year, which is June 30th. Copies of
these audit reports are available for review at the School Ad-
ministrative Unit # 1 5 Office, the Auburn Village School, as well
as sent to each School Board member.
The Auburn School District provided special education ser-
vices to 61 students during the 1 987-88 school year. That was
an increase of six educationally handicapped students served
the previous year. Several students remained in out-of-district
placements because of their need for a more restrictive environ-
ment. With the continued efforts of a dedicated staff, special
education services in Auburn continue to appropriately meet
the unique needs of students.
On April 8, 1 987 , the New Hampshire State Board of Educa-
tion adopted revised minimum standards for all public elemen-
tary schools in New Hampshire. It is the intent of the State Board
of Education that all standards be met by June 30, 1991
.
Each school must develop a school implementation calen-
dar that will establish priorities for each school year. This calen-
dar will be used by the State Board as the time-line for
compliance with the revised minimum standards. We have
begun the process to meet the new State requirements
My sincere thanks are extended to the Auburn School
Board members, Ray Bourque, principal, all school staff mem-







This past year was truly one of great transition for the Town
of Auburn. The school building that had served the community
well for many years was now totally inadequate in space not only
for existing programs but for any new developments in curriculum.
Through the generous support of the citizens of Auburn, a
new2.75 million dollar addition to the present facilities is under-
way. With the completion ofthis project on or about December
31, 1988, the "new" Auburn Village School will be able to ac-
commodate projected growth for a number of years. We can
also offer new and exciting programs for our students such as
Industrial Arts, Home Economics, Instrumental and Choral
Music, and a comprehensive Art program.
One of the greatest challenges for the School Board in the
coming years is to establish an implementation plan for new pro-
grams. The Programs and Building Committee will be recon-
vened to study new programs and to further investigate the
Cohas Brook and other sites for a future school.
A second challenge is to control the spiraling costs as-
sociated with High School tuition. Special Education and Staff.
We are looking hard at the possibilities of more in-house Spe-
cial Education, the possible tuitioning in of other towns and
perhaps someday our own high school.
Our ultimate goal is to provide the best possible education
for our children at the least cost to the taxpayer.
We are proud of the staff and administration of the Auburn
Village School for their enthusiasm and untiring dedication to
the complete educational process. The town of Auburn should
be especially proud of our Principal, Raymond Bourque, who












































































































































Social Studies, Grade 7 & 8




































Special Education Bus Driver




School Administrative Unit #1
5
Salaries
Fiscal Year 1 987 - 88





























To the Superintendent of Schools, Principal
School Board and Citizens of Auburn
In striving for excellence in the school health field, our
activities are related to health promotion and specific protec-
tion from known threats to health such as immunization.
Screening students to detect disease or disability and follow/ up
to assure appropriate care is received through available resour-
ces. Medications and treatment are administered to sustain
school attendance and participation. We serve as a liaison bet-
ween school, home and community agencies.
Five immunization clinics were held during the school year.
Athletic Physicals - 63 Dr. Rebecca Cohen attending physician.
Screenings:
Vision - 464 Defects - 1 8 Corrected - 6
Hearing -473 Defects- 10 Corrected- 3 (Lobes)
Blood Pressure on all students - 3 under Dr. care
Heights and Weights on all students - 26 children overweight
Scoliosis screening done on all children- grades5-8- 5 children
under Dr. care.
Head inspection given at the beginning of the school year and
after all vacations or at any other time that I have reasons to
check heads.








32 Strep test done in Nurse's office
Brushing and flouride rinse program in grades R through 6
.
State sponsored program under the direction of Doris Bodi,
Dental Hygienist of Dental Health in Concord.
Dental Hygienist Cynthia Kilan cleansed and applied Flouride to
92 students grades R through 8.
Workshops and conferences I've attended this year:
Nutrition Ed. Conference
Fifth Annual School Nurse Conference
Tour of the Burn Hospital in Boston
Children with Diabetes
Aids Workshop
Tour Cripple Children's Hospital in Springfield, Mass.
Diabetic Workshop
Living with Asthma
This year Janice Conroy was the afternoon nurse. It was a
pleasure having her on our staff.
I wish to take this time to thank the Principal, Secretary,
Teachers, and Parents for their cooperation and also the Lions







Cash on Hand, July 1 , 1 987
Revenue from Federal Sources
Revenue from all other sources
Total Receipts
Total amount available for fiscal year
Less School Board orders paid













A T & T Credit Corp
AAA
Addison Wesley Publ. Company
Patricia A. Allard
American Journal of Nursing











Award Emblem Mfg. Co. Inc.
B & E Gas Service & Heating
Bain Pest Control Service
Banl< of New England
Bank of New Hampshire
Battery Powered Lighting
Bellemore Heating Oil Inc.
Channing L. Bete, Inc.
Bitz'n Bytes Computer Center
Blue Cross/Blue Shield Ins.
Booksmith Attn: Tim
Boston Globe Newspaper
Michael Brent Publications Inc.
Brittanica Home Library Serv.
Burlington Free Press
Burnham Brook Country School
C.R.S. Inc.
Cambridge Development Lab Inc.
Treas. Candia School District
Capitol Paint & Wallpaper, Inc.
Carri, Plodzik& Sanderson
Les A. CartierS Assoc. Inc.
Center for Applied Research











Creative Art Productions, Inc.
Creative Classrooms
Crestwood House

























































D. A. D. Enterprises
Robert Dawson
Demco Educational Corporation
T. S. Denison & Company
The Derry News
A.B. Dick Products of NH
Digital Equipment Corp
Discount Magazine Service Inc
Walt Disney Ed. Media Company
DLM Teaching Resources









Franklin Life Insurance Co.
Franklin Watts






Goffstown Truck Center, Inc.
Goldsmith's Sporting Goods
Gordon & Powers Insurance Agency
Granite State Fire Systems, Inc.
Mary F. Griffin
Guy Gannett Publishing Co.
M.L Halle Oil Service, Inc,
Hallmark Copier Co
Hampden Engineering Corp.






Treas. Hooksett School District

















Auburn School Lunch Program





Marcel's Lock & Key Service
Paula Marzloff
Master Lock Co.
Charles E. Merrill Company
The Miville Co., Inc.
Modern Curriculum Press





N.E. League of Middle Schools
New England Telephone Company
N.H. Assoc. School Principals
Treas. State of NH - OBM
N.H. Music Educators Assoc.
Treasurer, State of N.H.
N.H. Public Television
N.H. Retirement System
Amoskeag Bank& Trust/ NHSBIT
N.H. School Boards Association
N.H. School Transportation, Asc.
Northeast Audio Visual, Inc.
Northeast Delta Dental Corp.
Nursings?




J.R. Pepper Electric Inc.
Perma- Bound Corp.
Petrolane Gas Service





Programs for Education, Inc.
Psychological Corporation











1 988 - 89
Grade R 1 2 3 7 8 Total
16 78 81 59 55 46 49 56 42 482
NOTE: Enrollment based on September statistics reported to
NH State Department of Education
Grade
HIGH SCHOOL




Manchester Central 2 3 117
Manctnester Memorial 47 50 29 21 147
Manchiester West 1 1
Pinkerton Academy 15 11 9 20 55


















Summary of Tax Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31 , 1 988 - (June 30, 1 989)
Town of Auburn New Hampshire
DEBITS




Land Use Change Tax
Yield Taxes
Taxes Committed To Collector
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
















Land Use Change Tax
Yield Taxes
Interest on Taxes
Penalties on Resident Tax













Summary of Tax^al^i^x Lien Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended DecerhleT ^, 1988 (June 30, 1989)
Town of Auburn, WewHampshire -
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
Beginning of Fiscal Year:
Taxes Sold/Executed to Town









Interest & Cost After Sale
Abatements During Year
Deeded to Town During Year
Unredeemed Taxes End of Year
Unredeemed Subsequent Taxes
Unremitted Cash










Report of the Treasurer
Auburn Village Cemetery
Receipts
Balance Brought Forward 1/1/88
Received from Trust Funds
Received from Wilbur Black
Received from Town Appropriation
Received from Interest
Received from Sale of Lots
TOTAL RECEIPTS
Disbursements
Standard Fence (Lawn Mower & Trimmer)
Joseph Ficek (Repair to Lawn Mower)




David Griffin - Labor
David Griffin - Supplied
Trust Fund Trustees (Perpetual Care Funds)
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS





























January 1 , 1 988 through December 31,1 988
(I.H. Lunnie, Treasurer




Total Beginning Bank Balances
Funds Received;
New Lots- Albert Potter (Amoskeag)
New Lots - Shirley Baril (Amoskeag)





Receipts from Trust Fund;
Trust Funds to return to Trust fund
Income Receipts from Trust Funds
Town of Auburn
Total Receipts
Total of Beginning Bank Balances and Receipts
Funds Paid Out;
Feb 10; Ck #180 - Trust Fund Repayment
Sept. 1 5; Ck. # 1 82 - Repurchase of
Lionel Laventure
Dec. 30; Ck. #183 - Paula Marzloff
Dec 30; Ck # 1 84 - Town of Auburn





































ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Zoning Board of Adjustment meets on demand at ttie Town Hall. Requests for a htearing are made to thie Zoning
Officer. During 1 988 \he Board held 44 hearings, 42 being for variances and 2 for Special Exceptions, The Hearings are
open to the public, are posted and advertised in the fVlanchester Union Leader. Minutes of the hearings are posted at the
Town Hall for public review.
I wish to express my appreciation to the Board members for the time and effort expended in the Town's benefit
Respectfully,
Irving Lunnie, Chairman
MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Irving Lunnie, Chairman































































Ray and Lise Farland
Meridian Developments, Inc.
Meridian Developments, Inc.






Michael F. Fowler - True Value
Nick Komaridis
Arthur Breton
Ralph and Gail Wilson
Socrates and Mabel Chaloge
Arthur Breton











Edward and Mary Regan
Haron Corp.
Edward Regan
Carol and Roger Labbe
Dennis Laliberte
Haron Corp.








The Office of the Planning Board
in the Town of Auburn
The Auburn Planning Board Is made up of nine volunteer members appointed by the Board of Selectmen. The Board consists
of six full members, one representative from the Board of Selectmen and two alternate members. The Planning Board meets
every Wednesday evening In the Planning Board Office located In the Auburn Town Hall to review plans, conduct Public Hearings
and hold open discussions with concerned citizens. The Planning Board has Instituted an "Informative Meeting" which Is held on
the third Wednesday of the month. The informative meetings have been very beneficial to the Planning Board as It allows prospec-
tive applicants the opportunity to casually meet with the Board for submission of a sketch proposal and a time to propose ques-
tions and solicit comments regarding town regulations. All hearings, work sessions. Informative meetings, property walks and
open discussions are scheduled by appointment with the Secretary of the Board
In 1988 the Planning Board reviewed 63 prospective proposals. Final approvals, through Public Hearings held before the
Planning Board, consisted of the following:
Residential Subdivisions
Daniel Carpenter - "Shag Bark Estates" - Off Chester Turnpike - 4 Lots
Walter and Gwen Desmarais - "Maple Falls Estates" - 6 Lots
Wayne and Florence Hersey - Off Chester Road - 2 Lots
William McCrory - Off Chester Turnpike - 2 Lots
Gerald and Verna Nye - Off Bunker Hill Road - 2 Lots
Norman Roy - Off Coleman Road - 2 Lots
Gordon Sell - Off Depot Road - 2 Lots
Nick Shakra - "Oak Hills - Phase 11" - Off Chester Road - 2 Lots
Harold and Priscilla Towne - Off Chester Turnpike - 2 Lots
Industrial Subdivision
Maine Drilling and Blasting - 6 Lots
Carl and Dorice Day - "Silver Point Industrial Park" - 6 Lots
Off Route #28 By- Pass
Residential Cluster Development
Dana Wood - "Village at Lake Forest - Phase 11" - 4 Lots ;
Off Hooksett Road
Excavation Pit Approvals
Daniel Carpenter and Paul Garabedian & Sons, Inc. - Off Dearborn Road/Birch Road
Paul Carabedian and Sons, Inc - Off Birch Road
Lot Line Adjustments
Delacoe/Laurendo Construction - Off Rattlesnake Hill Road
Gerald and Verna Nye - Off Bunker Hill Road
Michael Netishen and Jarlene Cornett - Off Chester Road
Carl and Dorice Day - "Silver Point Development" - Off Route #28 By-Pass
Andrea and Kerry Long - Off Pond View Drive
Site Plan Review
Meridien Development Company- Off Priscilla Lane
N.YNE.X.- Off Nutt Road
New Hampshire Tractor Trailer School of N.H. /
Chris Liponis - Off Priscilla Lane / Route #28 By-Pass
Charles and Linda Therriault - Oft Route #28 By- Pass
John Turczyn / Lee Gallagher - Off Old Candia Road
Roland Voisine / Rol-Rite Paving Company - Off Old Candia Road
• Relocation of Driveway Design
Peter Salo - Off Chester Road
Redesign of Lot Lines
Dana Wood - "Village at Lake Foresf - Off Hooksett Road
Each fall, the Planning Board meets with all town agencies to review their capital improvement needs which will be
incorporated into the Capital Improvement Program. The Program is intended to inform the budget committee of the major
capital expenditures required for the next five years. The program is up-dated yearly.
Next year will be an interesting year as the Planning Board reviews and updates the Master Plan for the Town of
Auburn. The Master plan review is required every five years to allow the town to continue with the Growth Management
Plan in existance today. The Master Plan review will help define, for the Planning Board, the direction the town should take
in the following five years with respect to Zoning practices and growth management.
MEMBERS OF THE PLANNING BOARD
Russel C. Sullivan G. Stoney Worster
Chairman Richard Shackelton Vice Chairman
Selectmen's Representative
Christine McLaughlin Peter Martin
Louis Gamache Robert Sanborn




SOUTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE PLANNING COMMISSION
The Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission offers a wide variety of services, resources and
technical assistance to all towns that are dues-paying members of the Commission. A professional planning
staff, assisted by consultants in certain specialized fields for which the Commission is unable to employ a full-
time staff, work under the direction of your representatives to the Commission in developing and carrying out
planning programs that require regional perspective as well as which pertain to your community.
Local planning assistance requests are normally made by the Planning Board and/or the Board of
Selectmen of your town based on your local priorities. However, certain general studies, notifications or
acquisition of resources that are deemed essential for all member municipalities of the Commission are also
conducted with the concurrence of the Commission.
Services that were performed for the Town of Auburn during the past year are as follows:
1
.
Updated the town base map in the scale of 1 " - 1 000';
2. Provided testimonies to the House and senate committees of the 1 988 session of the General Court on the
HB899 , 928, 1 045, 1 1 04, 1 069, and 1 072; and SB338 and 326. These bills pertain to planning and zoning
issues which were relevant for the municipalities;
3. Co-sponsored the Municipal Law Lecture Series, to which Auburn officials were invited;
4. At the request of the Board of Selectmen, provided copies of composite tax map; and
5. Prepared the artwork for printing of the town's zoning map.
Auburn's Representatives to the Commission are:
Mr. C. Stoney Worster
Mr. Richard Shackelton
Mr. Donald Marzloff- Alternate
Executive Committee Member: Vacant





Total number ot Building Permits Issued 1 79
Permits issued for New;
Incinerator News
If you have been out to our solid waste facility lately, you
may have noticed the containers we have set aside for our
recycling program. In an effort to alleviate the burden on our
incinerator, we are continuing with the recycling program. If we
are to have a successful recycling program, we need your sup-
port. Please remember to separate your glass, aluminum,
newspaper and cardboard. Metal items will also have to be
separated outside.
As environmental concerns are raised and landfill closures
becoming a common practice, solid waste disposal has be-
come a costly issue. We can look forward to solid waste dis-
posal taking a larger chunk of our tax dollar. We need to plan our
strategy now to utilize our facility to its maximum capacity, while
protecting the needs of our future generations.
HAZARDOUS WASTE IN YOUR HOME?
From the Yard From the Garage
Pesticides Antifreeze
Inspect Sprays Brake Fluid
Rodent Killers Wax Polish
Pool Chemicals Engine Degreaser
Muriatic Acid Carburetor Cleaner
No- Pest Strips Creosote
From the House From the Workbench
Drain Cleaners Rust Preservatives
Oven Cleaners Wood Preservatives
Furniture Polish Paint Thinner
Metal Polish Lead/Oil Based Paint
Pharmaceuticals Solvents
Photo Chemicals Degreasers
Clean out your cupboards now!
Please remember that we DO NOT accept hazardous waste
at our facility. Take advantage of 1 989 Home Hazardous Waste
Collection Days. We have paid for this privilege.
There is a 10 gallon per household limit.
Sat May 1 3th Sat May 20th
9:00 AM to 1 1 :30 PM 9;00 AM to 1 ;00 PM
Raymond Town Landfill Derry Solid Waste Transfer Station





In January 1988, the Auburn Police Department started its
first year in its new office space made available by the Auburn
Fire Department located on Raymond Road.
In February, the department conducted in-service training
on the new Hawkers and Pedlers Laws instructed by Chief Brian
Burke of Lee, NH. Paula Page was added to the clerical staff.
In March, the department completed its required training
session on Firearms and Deadly Force Issues instructed by
Chief James Gatcomb of Candia, NH. Officer Gary Korolian was
promoted to Supervisor. Lt. Edward Picard led a combined task
force of police officers from Candia, Derry', Londonderry, Bed-
ford, and Manchester that resulted in the arrests and convic-
tions of large area burglary ring.
In April, part-time officer Paul Sanford was promoted to full-
time officer.
In May, Chief Wood completed training on Drug Interdiction
instructed by the New Hampshire Criminial Investigators As-
sociation. Lt. Edward Picard graduated from the 82nd New
Hampshire Police Academy.
In June, Chief Wood and Lt. Picard completed training on
the New Bail Reform Laws instructed by the Rockingham
County Attorney. Chief Wood attended the annual New Hamp-
shire Chiefs of Police Conference. He completed in-service
training concerning Civil Liability, NCIC Systems, and the Use
of Automatic Weapons in Police Work. He was re- appointed to
the Scholarship Committee as chairman.
See report 7th and 8th paragraph. In July, the Department
completed in-service training in the Handling of Evidence. Chief
Wood and Lt. Picard completed a seminar in Management
Issues, Weapon Retention, Handcuffing, and Firearms Training
as supplied by the Police Standards and Training Council.
In September, Chief Wood completed a course on Collec-
tion and Preservation of Physical Evidence taught by the FBI
and Manchester Police Department. Chief Wood completed a
couse for Investigation of the Use of Deadly Force by Police
taught by the International Association of Chiefs of Police in
Bedford, NH.
In October, the department conducted in-service training of
Searching and Handcuffing of Arrested Persons instructed by
Lt. Lloyd Doughty of the Hillsboro County Sheriffs Department.
Chief Wood attended the lACP Conference completed training
on 1988 Supreme Court Updates, Employment Issues
Updates, Municipal Liability Updates, Patrol Effectiveness,
Police Management Strategies for Small Police Departments,
Testing for Selection, Recruitment, Promotions, and Accredia-
tion. Chief Wood was apoointed for a two year term to the lACP
Juvenile Justice Committee. Marie Libby joined the clerical
staff. Lt. EdwardPicardcompletedacourse entitled Composite
Art for Law Enforcement. He is currently one of only twelve cer-
tified police artists in the country.
In November, the department completed in-service training
on Securing and Transporting Prisoners instructed by Lt. Lloyd
Doughty of the Hillsboro County Sheriffs Department. Officer
Paul Sanford graduated from the 84th New Hampshire Police
Academy. Officers Paul Bean, Michael McGuillen, and Gary
Richard graduated the New Hampshire Part-Time Officers
School.
In December, Lt. Edward Picard completed the Police Pro-
secutors Course.
On the following pages you find the activity summary for the
year of 1 988 . You will also find a copy of the House Check form.
We ask that you consider completing one of these forms and
notify the Auburn Police Department before you leave on your
vacation.
We of the Auburn Police Department would like to thank the
public safety agencies and you the citizens for your assistance.
If you have a problem, need information, or need assistance,
call 483-2922.
Respectfully submitted,
Lloyd P. Wood, Chief
Police Department
Box 339
Auburn, New Hampshire 03032
(603) 483-2922
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Offense/Incident Statistics - 1988
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aub Sep Oct Nov Dec Total
ACCD 16 7 13 5 8 9 12 12 8 11 11 16 128
AIDS 102 111 81 107 70 107 118 114 91 111 119 147 1406
Fire 14 5 10 10 5 7 8 5 7 9 4 2 86
Law 53 43 26 41 35 36 34 40 28 35 38 30 439
Public 45 63 45 56 30 64 76 69 56 67 80 69 720
ARREST 14 15 2 3 5 16 17 14 7 8 2 1 104
Criminal 491 - -2731 -2 -29
Motor vehicle 10 6 1 3 5 14 10 11 6 8 - 1 75
BENCH WARRANfT 70 35 37 15 10 24 23 5 14 7 75 20 335
CHECKS 38 28 35 12 7 32 50 37 29 25 24 15 332
Building 22 11 -32 - -32 117
Motor Vehicle 21 17 23 10 6 13 25 21 20 12 11 7 186
Perse. 15 9 11 1 1 16 23 16 9 10 11 7 129
INCIDENTS 56 72 67 78 82 92 69 91 97 82 81 60 927
Animal 87746 12 786376 81
Criminal 14 36 26 30 18 31 26 36 33 36 37 23 346
Non-criminal 35 29 34 44 58 53 36 47 47 47 37 31 498
JUVENILE 8 8 21 14 8 7 5 4 8 11 4 5 103
TOWED M.V. 11 5 9 7 9 14 20 20 12 7 6 81 28
WARNINGS 59 46 52 45 61 69 129 77 85 47 35 36 741
Motor Vehicle 48 40 50 43 60 57 77 65 78 43 32 31 624
OHRV 62-1114-2 ---17
Person - 2 2 1 - 11 48 12 5 4 3 1 89
Snow/ 5 ----------7
SUMMONS 69 64 62 58 94 112 189 148 103 56 56 39 1050




There were 221 emergency calls in 1988 including 121
medical rescue calls and 100 fire related calls.
The Auburn Volunteer Fire Department had a busy and
eventful year in 1988. It was a year that the Town of Auburn
realized the need to keep fire and rescue apparatus first class
and approved the purchase of a Ford, F350, four-wheel drive
rescue truck and a FMC, 1500-gallon-per-minute pumper fire
truck. The rescue vehicle was put in service in October and has
already proved itself a valuable addition. A cascade air system
was mounted on the vehicle making it possible to fill survirair
tanks at the scene of a fire. The fire truck was put in Service in
November. With a deck gun mounted on the truck and having
the capability of carrying five firemen in the cab, it is a truck that
should service the town of Auburn for years to come. Along with
the rest of the apparatus, Auburn can be proud it has the varied
fire and rescue equipment needed for emergency situations.
1 988 was a year that saw eight Auburn volunteers become
state certified fire fighters, following the completion of a four
month course and written and practical examinations. Two con-
trolled building burns provided further experience and training.
Seven Emergency Medical Technicians atended a four week
refresher course and recertified EMT/EOA procedures accord-
ing to state standards. A CPR class recertified the rescue per-
sonnel. The fire department is proud to have many dedicated
and well trained volunteers on the staff.
The fire department conducted a recruitment drive this year
which attracted several new members to the ranks. The By-
Laws were changed to establish a class of "auxiliary" which
allows people to help the department in ways other than fire
fighting or rescue work. Interested persons can report to the fire
station any Sunday morning for information and application.
Fire prevention week was promoted through programs at
the school and an Open House at Station One on Pingree Hill
Road. The open house was well attended by the townspeople
who saw demonstrations, toured the facility, asked questions
and enjoyed refreshments. The chimney cleaning equipment is
still available tor loan to Auburn residents as the department
promotes chimney fire prevention.
The kitchen at Central Station was remodelled and a new
stove was purchased with Association funds. Other items
purchased with town money. Association funds and money
from the saleof "Oldfireengine2" include a new Oxygen bottle
and regulator, a new ladder for Engine 1 , a flagpole for Station
One, a new chainsaw, new radios, protective gear, and rescue
supplies and equipment. The fire department conducted its
annual May fundraiser and participated in Olde Home Days to
raise money. Contributions are always appreciated and put to
good use.
The firemen administer to the smooth operation of the
departmental matters and policies, maintain all the fire and res-
cue apparatus and equipment and maintain both fire stations.
Members of the department conduct wood stove/chimney in-
spections, conduct fire drills at the school, inspect private pro-
perties for fire hazard and worked closely this year as the fire
alarm and sprinkler system were installed in the Village School
addition.
In the spare time, firemen manned the telephones one after-
noon for the Channel 11 fund drive. Each eight weeks, members
troop to the Red Cross Center to donate blood. In May, firemen
helped repair and paint a home in Auburn. The trees at the rec-
reation area were watered regularly. In addition, softball and
volleyball teams were organized.
The fire department thanks Carl Anderson for the sign that
hangs over the doors at Station One and many other people and
businesses that donate supplies and services to the department.
Auburn firemen and women are dedicated people who
donate time and skills to the town. They endeavor to provide the
best in fire protection and medical care.
When reporting an emergency, remain calm, speak clearly






Town Forest Fire Warden
The two leading causes of forest fire are children playing
with matches and fires kindled without the written permission of
the Forest Fire Warden. With public education and support,
both causes are preventable.
Written permission must be obtained in order to legally start
a fire outside when the ground is not snow covered. Other fac-
tors also apply to open burning so contact the Forest Fire War-
den for information. Permits are issued only on the day of the
burn and only when safe conditions allow. An open fire must
never be left unattended.
There were no notable brush fires or forest fires in 1988 in
the Town of Auburn, for the third consecutive year. Please con-
tinue to help forest fire officials with fire prevention.
Martin Sullivan
Warden, Town of Auburn
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Births Registered in the Town of Auburn, N. H.
For the Year Ending December 31 , 1 988
Date of Birth Name of Child
Jan 15, 1988






Mar 1 3, 1 988
Mar 14, 1988
Marie, 1988

















































Nov 24, 1 988
Nov 25, 1988
Nov 29, 1 988
Dec 5, 1 988


























































































Richard L. Bernier, Jr.
John G. Chambers II
























































































I certify that the above is correct according to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
Nancy H. Gagnon. Town Clerk
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Marriages Registered in the Town of Auburn, N. H.
For the Year Ending December 31 , 1 988
Date
Deaths Registered in the Town of Auburn, NH
For the Year Ending December 31 , 1 988
Date of Death

4B4TE,PAuL ji< (. Paula a oo4-02*-oo<. lb
ABBOTT, Thomas MICHAEL 009-066-019 LB
A6C0N CORP 008-066-009 LB
ACKLEY.EABL C JR £. MARGARET C 001-035-00'. LB
ADAMS, LEROY H L LYOIA E 005-009-002 LB
ADKINS, ROBERTA M 005-046-002 LB
ALLAIN, DONALD J Ul'r-02*. LB
ALLARD, ERNEST & L PATRICIA 009-050 LB
ALLARO, RACHEL 017-065 LB
ALLARD, ROGER L SUSAN 005-015-005 LAND
ALLEN HEIRS, ELMER D 012-01'. LAND
ALLEN, DORIS 021-007 LB
ALLEN, JOHN F 1. ALMA F 027-016 LB
ALLEN, RICHARD S C ISABELLE 017-002 LB
ALLISON, HELEN 011-027 LB
AMIOON.JOHN R 017-020 LB
ANDERSON, CARL L BERNICE 005-019 LB
ANDERSON, DAVIO t SUSAN H OO'i-0'VO LB
ANDERSON, DUNCAN D C BARBARA J 00<i-02'.-008 LB
ANDERSON, "ILLI AM H 111 C DEBORAH 009-026-00'. LB
ANDREW C PARQDI 015-031 LB
ANDRUS, JAMES R Oll-CtS-OOS LB
ANGLIN.SRENDA L 01>-02>-OH LB
ANTHONY, JOHN J L ELAINE T 016-005 LB
ANTONUCC I ,LOUIS A C. LISA R 009-060 LB




ARMSTRONG, MICHAEL E L SHARON E 005-037 LB
ARNDT, THOMAS E 1. CAROLYN T 0l'.-028 LB
ARNFIELO, ROBERT M t JAMIE L 005-002-010 LB
ARN lERI .FRANCIS A f. MAUREEN S 012-020-013 LB
ARVANITIS .DANIEL G L LORI J 013-023-017 LB
ASACOOftI AN, GEORGE 1. PATRICIA 001-013 LB
AUBURN PINES TENNIS CLUB INC 001-036-027 LB
AUBURN VOL FIRE DEPT 026-013 TOWN
AUBURN, TCHN CF OO'.-02'.-O 1 1 TOWN
AUBURN, TOWN OF 005-OlCHOlO TOWN
AUBURN, TOkN OF 017-030 TOWN
AUBURN, TOWN OF 017-018 TOWN
AuBuBN.TOwN OF 017-02* TOWN
AUBURN, TCWN OF 017-059 TOWN
AUBURN, TOWN OF 005-009 TOWN
AUBURN, TCwN OF 002-019 TOWN
AUBURN, TCWN OF 017-073 TOWN
AUBURN, TOWN OF 009-036 TOWN
AUBU«N,T0WN OF 0l8-0'.9 TOWN
AUBURN, TCWN OF Oie-O'.a TOWN
AUBURN, TCwN OF 002-007-003 TOWN
AUBURN, TCwN OF 013-023 TOWN
AUBURN, TCWN OF 002-0'iO TOWN
AUBURN, TOWN OF 002-003-004 TOWN
AUBURN, TOWN OF 026-01'. TOWN
AUBURN, TOWN OF 018-028 TOWN
AUBURN, TOwN OF 005-0'«5 TOWN
AUBURN, TCWN OF U26-009 TOWN
AUBURN, TCWN OF 005-044 TOWN
AUBURN, TCwN OF 026-027 TOWN
AUBURN, TCwN OF 011-019-001 TOWN
AUBURN, TCWN OF 010-003-001 TOWN
AUBURN, TOwN OF 005-014 TOWN
AUBURN,TOWN OF 002-006 TOWN
AUBURN, TOWN OF 002-050 TOWN
AUBURN, TCwN OF 017-080 TOWN
AUBURN, TCwN OF 002-010 TOWN
AUBURN, TCwN OF 001-016 TCwN
AUBURN, TCwN OF 012-016-012 TOWN
AUBURN, TOWN OF 017-006 TOWN
AUBURN, TOWN OF 005-012-006 TOWN
AUBURN, TCwN OF 001-036 TOWN
AUBURN, TGwN OF 001-036-001 EXMT
AUBURN, TCWN OF 031-017 EXMT
AUBURN, TCWN OF 009-016-019 TOWN
AUBURN, TOWN OF 006-018 EXMT
AUBURN, TCWN OF 017-076 EXMT
AUBURN, TCwN OF 001-036-017 TOWN
AUSTIN, LYLE W (. BARBARA M 014-007 LB
AVED1SIAN,ARAM G !, KATHLEEN M 008-036 LB
AVILA, DENNIS A f. PATRICIA J 005-010-008 LB
ArOTTE, DAVID 4 VICTORIA A 009-016-006 LB
BA8C0CK, KEVIN C. KATHLEEN 024-003 LB
BABIN, STEPHEN C t JUNE A 026-OU2-02A LB
BAILEY, PHILIP C C ELAINE 016-004 L8
BAKER, JOHN R L LIGAYA N 017-077 LB
8AL0YGA,J0HN I. NELLIE 002-048 LAND
BALLERINl .THOMAS F JR £ MARIANNE 020-026 LB
SALON, MICHAEL S L IRIS 018-036 LB
BANGS JR, NORMAN w 018-053 LB
BANKS, NEIL A i. MARILYN R 005-094 LB
BANTIS C CAREY 025-030 LB
BARANUSK IE, BEVERLY A
8ARBUSM,J0HN [ COLLEEN
BARIBEAU, RICHARD I. JANE
8ARIL, ROBERT A L SHIRLEY M
EARMBY.MARK £. ANGELA M
BARNEIT, ROBERT J L KATHLEEN M
eAROOCY,B£N JAMIN C C KRISTINE
BARRETT HEIRS. SUSAN t GUY





















































































































BARRY, JOHN P 1. DCNNA M
BARTLETI , CONSTANCE J
BARTLETT ,ETTA L RICHARD L
BARTLEY, JONATHAN H C SUSAN
EASSETT ET AL , THOMAS P
BAUER, ARTHUR L L ANN C
BEAUCHESNc , RAYMOND (. MARALYN





















dEER, DENNIS D C BRENCA M
BELAND, GERARD L i. FAYTH H
BELANGER C SULLIVAN
BELANGER , JEAN F t, EUGENIA H
BELANGER, ROBERT A C LOUISE M
BELIVEAU, RICHARD R L LUCILLE L
BELL, RAYMOND J L CAROL A
BELL, ROBERT H C. PAULINE M
BELMAIN, ROBERT 1. CAROL A
BENSON, JEFFREY W L DEBORAH A
BENTON, BARBARA
8ERDAHL , ROBERT 1. VIRGINIA
BERGER, BRUCE G L JULIE ANN
BERGERON, JOSEPH P L RUTH A
SERGIN,W ILLIAM C DIANE E
BERLING,MARK J i. CYNTHIA C
BERNAIChE, LLEWELLYN (. DOROTHY
BERNIER, RICHARD L C. MARTHA A
BERNIER, wILrREO
BERRY, OR CLYDE F
BETTS.FREOERI CK (. IRENE A
alEOERMAN. RALPH L FRANCES
BIENVENUE. LEONARD I. JACQUELINE
BIGG, PATRICK F <. SUSAN P (. NANCY
BILOTTA,R ICHARD A (. THELMA J
BLACK, BRUCE L 1 I
BLACK, THOMAS B 1. IRENE
BLAI3.LE0 P (. KATHRYN
BLAKE i. ChESTNEY
cLAKE, THELMA
BLAKE. WILLIAM C ARLENE
BLAKEY. CHRISTOPHER P !. MALINDA J





BQILEAU, MICHAEL L L DONNA L
80ISVERT L LUCE
BOISVERT .RONALD JR I. PAULA J
BQLDUC L LAVOIE
BOLDUC.DR RAYMOND
80LDUC. RAYMOND N L PEGGY C
aOLDUC. RICHARD i. CLAUOETTE
BORDEAU. BRADLEY M I. JUDITH E
BOSLEY. DONALD L C HOLLY M
BOSS. DIANE
BOSTON I. MAINE R K
BOSTON £. MAINE R R
BOSTON C. MAINE R R
BOSTON C MAINE R R
BOUCHARD .MARK W i. JACUUELINE A
BOUCHER. CARRIE E
BOUCHER. NORMAN R L BONNIE L
BOUCHER, WILLIAM P L ELEANOR R
BOULANGER.MAURICE A £ YVONNE B
aOURGEOI S.HENRY L JOAN
80URNIVAL, DAVID t KATHY
BOUROUE, ALBERT A L YVONNE
BOUROUE, ALBERT A C YVONNE
BOUTIL lER. ROBERT G i. SANDRA T
BOWEN. BRIAN E !. ALLISON
BCYD-RCBERTSON.WILLIAM
BREAULT.GILLIS E
BREAULT. JAMES L C. LINDA M
BREAULT, LUCILLE R
BREEN, ROBERT S i. VICKI L
aRETON, ARTHUR
8REUER,J0HN a 1. ALICE J
BRIDGE, JASON K (. DEBORA A
BRIEN, DAVIO
BRIEN, MICHAEL P C ELIZABETH ANNE
BRI EN, PHILIP E L PATRICIA











































































































































































































































BRISSETTE C. DAIGLc INC
BRISSETTE L DAIGLE INC
BRI SSETTE, RAYMOND C MARY F
6R1SS0N HEIRS, ROBERT L PAULINE
BRISSON HEIRS, ROBERT t PAULINE
BRISSON, THOMAS D L SHEILA M
BROBST .MICHAEL B L SUSAN G
BRODSKY, HOWARD
BROOKS, OONALO P t CHARLOTTE A
BROOKS ,R ICHARD C
BROnN, JAMES 8 t NANCY C
BROnN, STANLEY L LILLIAN
BROWN, THOMAS C L KATHLEEN J
BROWN, Hi LLIAM S I. JOAN N
BRUNELLI .MICHAEL F t BRENOA J
BRUSO, BERNARD L SHEILA H
BRYANT, ROBERT A C PEGGY ANN
BRYANT, ROBERT A t PEGGY ANN
BUBERT
,
HERBERT A JR £ PATRICIA A
BUCK, DONALD T L MARION C
BUNNELL. DOUGLAS t SUZANNE
BURGESS, HOWARD C f. MARILYNN £
euRNAP, JEFFREY C £ ELAINE A
BURNS, MARK F t OONNA M
BURwEN.GARY
8USA, DANIEL L MARJORIE
BUSTA, RICHARD D
BUTLER, HAVEN K I. ELINOR T
BUTTR ICK ,FRED E I. JACQUELINE L
BUTTS, ARTHUR E JR t NANCY E
BUTTS, JAMES C JR i PATRICIA A
BYRNE, WILLIAM A JR (. JANET M
CABRAL C ANTUL
CA8RAL, FRANK J f. BARBARA A
CALDWELL. JOHN B
CALDWELL, JCMN B




CANEOY. DAVID A £. KATHRYN A
CANN. SARAH F






CARLEY, ROBERT F L DE8RA LEE














CARD, NELSON A d LINDA M











CASEY. DIANNE i. WALLACE
CASEY. WALLACE
CASPER. R ICHARD F !. CAROL
CASSIDY. RONALD S (. SUSAN K
CASSTEVENS C ALTIERI
CAVANAUGH. WILLI AM M t MARILYN G
CAVANAUGH.WM M L MARILYN
CAVICCHI .ROBERT V (. FRANCES E
CEChETT 1 .JOSEPH L DIANE
CHABOT.DENIS J (. ALICE E
CHALMERS L OSGOOD
CHALOGES, SOCRATES L MABEL
CHAMBERLAIN. VICTORIA G
CHAMBERS, JOHN G II G ELIZABETH A
CHAMPAGNE, HARVEY S, MARJORIE
CHAMPAGNE , MARCEL (. DEBORAH
CHAN, TOM w £ ROSA C
CHANG, RICHARD K L GAIL A
CHARS0NNEAU,0AV1 D £ DEN ISE
CHAREST, BRIAN C £ CATHLEEN M
CHASE, CHARLES £ DONNA
CHASE, Christine
Chase, DENNIS L £ LEE ANN
CHASE, LAWRENCE H £ BEVERLY
Chase, ORRIN H £ MARJORIE
CHASE. ORkIN H £ MARJORIE
CHASE, ORRIN H £ MARJORIE P
ChATALIAN £ CRAMER




CHRIST IE .ALOIS J JR
Christopher. STEPHEN j £ cindy j
CHRISTOPHERSEN £ CHR ISTOPHERSEN
CIANO. ANTHONY £ ANGEL



































































































































































































































































































































CLEAVES. JOS w JR £ COLUMBINE S
CLEMENT TRUSTEE, LILLIAN A
CLEMENT, KATHLEEN
CLOUGHERTY, JAMES K £ HELEN P
CLOUTIER, ROBERT A
CLOW, VICTOR £ NANCY
CLCw. VICTOR F JR £ SUSAN A
COCHRAN, LILL IAN K
COCO, STEPHEN £ DIANE
CCHN, PETER S £ CAROL R
COLBY, RAYMOND W £ HELEN A
COLL INS, ETHEL M £ MARIE T
COMBS, DONALD M £ LURLINE C
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
CONNEALLY. MICHAEL J £ BARBARA K
CONNELLY £ SHEARER
CCNNOR.OARLENE L
CONNOR. FRANCI S 6 £ LAURETTA
CONWAY, PAUL £ NANCY
COOPER, GRAEME £ SUSAN
COOPER, WILLIAM G III £ LAUREL P
COOPER, WILLI AM G jR
COPPOLJ.&ARY A £ LYNN M
COREY. MICHAEL J £ SUSAN W
COREY. PAUL J JR £ RITA E
CORNETT. JARLENE K
CORUTH. DENNIS £ STEPHANIE
COTE £ ACAMI
CQTE.EDwARD £ CHRISTINE L
COTE. EDWARD 6 £ BARBARA A
COTE.JENNETH G
COTE, WILLIAM F £
COUGHLAN, WILLIAM
COULTER, JOHN K £
CGUTINHO £ GOTT
CCUTINHO, JOHN £ GAIL
CCUT INHO, JOHN £ MADELEINE
COUT INHO,MARI E M
COUTURE ,ALAI N £ DIANE A
























CUNNINGHAM, DAVID F £ VAUGHN K
CURTIS, A LYNN
CUVELL lER. DAVID A £ SUSAN A
CYR. DENNIS A £ CLAIRE C
CZACHOR. WILLI AM A £ JOANNE K
CZERNIAK. THOMAS J £ CYNTHIA L
6 £ B M B REALTY TRUST
DAGGETT. CLYDE H £ LUCILLE W
CAHLBLOOM.ARVID £ ROBIN S
CAHOOD.EDwARO M
DAIGLE .JOSEPH R £ OENISE R
OALBER. STEVE J £ MARIE
DALOSIC. ERNEST A £ ELISE C
DANIELS. RALPH
DANN, MICHAEL » £






























DAVIS, WAYNE P C SHARON R
DAVIS, WILLIAM E L JACQUELINE
DAY, BYRON S t JUNE M
OAY.CARL L I. DORICE M
DEGELAN.DCNALD W
OEHART, WALTER A L SUSAN E
CELACOE, JAMES L SHIRLEY
CELANOE. DONALD C BEATRICE
CELANEY, STEPHEN i. JOEY
DEMANCHE, ROGER (. SIMONE
OEMERS, NORMAN I. ALBERT
DEMERS, ROGER J (. JEANNINE
OEREPENT IGNY, RUBEN J JR C
CERRY DEVELOPMENT GROUP INC
DESfOSSES.RENE R C. STELLA
OESFOSSES, ROBERT C ANNETTE V
OESIMQNE. DENNIS L L DONNA L
DESMARAI S, WALTER C GWENDOLYN
DESMARAI S, WALTER i.
OESMARAIS, WALTER C
DESMARAI S. WALTER C
CESMARAIS, "ALTER C.
CESMARAI S.WALTER i.
DESMARAI S, WALTER £.
DESMARAI S, WALTER C
DESMARAI S, WALTER C
DESMARAI S, WALTER I.
CESMARAIS, WALTER (.
DESMARAI S, WALTER L
CESMARAI S.WALTER L
DESMARAI S, WALTER t
DESMARAI StWALTER L
DESMARAI S, WALTER I,
DESMARAI S, WALTER (.




OESROCHERS, ROBERT E C LAURA A
DESRUISSEAUX C POOR






DINATALE .DAVID P C JUDITH L
DION.OAVID C t CHARLOTTE M
OlONNE.ARTHUR J L LUCILLE T
CIONNE.EMILE J C PERSIS M
DIONNE. LOUIS H C LYDIA L





CIX. ROBERT w C MARTHA F
DOBE.JOHN T C PATRICIA A
DOOD,GARY i JEANNIE K
OQLLARD HEIRS
DOLLARO HEIRS, FRANCIS J
COLLARO, DONALD W L ANN B
DOLLARO. DONALD W I. ANN B
OOLLARD, MICHAEL W C BETTE J
COLLARD. WILLIAM M £ LENA K
DONAHUE, JAMES J JR £ ANN M
DONAHUE. STEVEN E C JILL
OONCkERS. RANDY J t DONNA M
DONELSCN. JOHN M £ 8ERNARDINE P
DONOVAN, ROBERT H £ CYNTHIA E
DONOVAN, T I MOTHY F £ MARGARET P
DOQLITTLE.PAUL
DORAIS.PAUL G £ JUDITH A
DOUGLAS. MICHAEL R £ DIANE P
OOUTHART, ROBERT M £ LISA S
DOUVILLE .RAYMOND H £ THERESA B
DOW, JAMES £ RACHEL B
DOWNING. JAMES P £ MARSHA E
COXON REALTY TRUST
COYLE. DANIEL J
COYON.PAUL J t CECILE
DRAGO. MICHAEL L £ MARGARET A
CROLET. WILFRED A £ GLORIA L
DROP ANCHOR REALTY TRUST
DROSS .MICHAEL £ LINDA
DROSS, SHIRLEY A
CR0UIN,REJEAN J
0R0UIN,REJEAN J £ LORRAINE A
DROWN, HARRY F £ IRENE A
DUFFLEY, CHARLES F £ MARILYN
DUFFY, JOHN ? £ ESTHER
CUFOUR. ERNEST C £ RUTH E
DUNN £ BRETCN
DURAND.EARL w £ LINDA C
OUSTIN. DANIEL £ HOLLIE
DUTKA. RUSSELL £ THERESA C
OUTKA, THERESA C
DUTTON. LAURENCE H £ LINCA A
DUVAL. DAVID P £ BEVERLY J
DUVAL. ROBERT A






































































































































































































































































































































EATON, GEORGE A £ EDITH
EATON, HARLAND
EATON, hARLAND W £ JUNE I
EATON. LARRY
EATCN, RICHARD H £ CECELIA E
EATCN, wl LLIAM £ GE0R6IANNA
EBERT , JOHN W £ HEIDI L
E3RAmIMZADEh,JALAAL £ LISA M
EDELMANN . FRANK P £ DONNA M
EDWARDS, JAMES W £ LYNN C
EISMAN.ALEX M
EIStiANiMCRRI S P £ MILDRED
ELLISCN.C LARENCE £ MILDRED
ELM GROVE DEVELOPMENT INC
EMERSON, WALTER £ JEANNINE
EMERSON, WALTER £ JEANNINE A
EMERY, ANNA E
EMERY, ANNA E






ETHIER, RICHARD P £ NANCY M
EVANS £ EVANS
FAIRHAVEN BAPTIST CHURCH
FALK, BARRY £ MARY E
"FARR, ROBERT C £ JUDY SAMSQN-
FELDE, KENNETH R £ GLORIA A
FELLOWS. JOHN S
FELLOWS. MORRILL R £ DOROTHY M
FELLOwS. SUSAN MACKAY
FELCNEY, BARBARA J
FERRETTI , JACQUELINE V
FETELA, CHESTER £ ELIZABETH
FICEK, CLARA W
FICEK, DONALD J £ CONSTANCE D
FICEK, JOSEPH A £ RITA S
FILLIS, PETER J £ JUDITH ANN
FINCH, GEORGE £ LORRAINNE
FITZPATR1CK,R0BT F £ ELIZABETH M
FLAHERTY, LORRAINE D £ MARK P
FLANDERS .HARRY E
FLANDERS, JAMES M £ PATRICIA P
FOLEY, LAURA M
FOLEY, LAURA M
FONTA INE ,GARY K £ PATRICIA E
FCNTA INE .ROGER D £ ARLENE M
FORSYTH, THOMAS J £ TERI ANN
FQRTUNA. MARGARET A
FOSKITT £ FOSTER
FOSKITT.JOHN J £ PATRICIA
FOSKITT, JOHN J £ PATRICIA A
FOSSIANO, ALAN J £ OEBRA J
FOURNIER, HENRY P £ CANDACE E
FOURNIER .NORMAN E £ MARGARET J
FOWLER,MICHAEL £ DIANE
FOYE, WILLIAM J £ CONSTANCE I
FREOETTE JR, LOUIS
FREDETTE, RICHARD P £ BRENOA M
FREDETTE. RONALD J £ MARY SANDRA
FREEDOM PARK
FRENCH, GEORGE R £ KATHLEEN ANN
FRISELLA, ALFRED £ ROBERTA
FRISELLA, VINCENT
FULLER £ YOUNG
FULLER. DONALD R £ PEGGY A
FULLER. MARION L
GAGNON.ARMANO £ MURIEL
GAGNON.ARMAND R £ MURIEL E
GAGNON, GEORGE L £ NANCY
GAGNON. ROBERT 8
CAGNQN .ROGER J £ MABEL
GALLANT, PATRICIA E
GALLINARO, FRANK £ PHYLLIS J
GALVIN, VINCENT
GALVIN, VINCENT
GALVIN, VINCENT £ MARGARET D
GALVIN, VINCENT £ MARGARET D
GALVIN, V INCENT £ MARGARET D
GAMACHE. LOUIS A £ LINDA M
GANSHI RT. ROBERT E
GARABEDI AN ET AL .JACK
GARA8EDIAN ET ALS, CHARLES P
CARABEDIAN.CHAS P PAUL JR £ JACK
GARA8E0IAN.JACK £ CHARLES £ PAUL
GARABEDIAN.JACK £ CHARLES £ PAUL
GARABEDI AN, VERONICA
GARDNER £ ANDERSON
GARDNER, PAUL V £ DEBORAH M
GARLAND. KENNETH J JR £ MARYANNE
GARON ,EL I2ABETH A £ RICHARD G





















































































































































































































































































































GEARTY, MICHAEL T L SUSAN M
GEISMAN, RICHARD E C GEMMA M
GEL INAS. DANIEL A (. MILDRED I
GENDRQN.ARMAND G
GENORCN, DAVID R d COLETTE




GER LITZ, WAYNE T L TERESA
GERRISH, SCOTT JR C ELIZABETH M
GcRVAIS, BRIAN C L MAUREEN E
GHEORGHI Y.PAUL L HELEN
GIBBY. GRANT A t SbANEE A
GI88Y, GRANT A I. S»ANEE A
GI NALSKI .EO»ARD F L LOUISE £
GIOVAGNQLI .DANIEL R t DONNA L
GIROUX C MORIN
GLENNAN. RICHARD N C JANE M
GL IDOEN, EUGENE H L MARGUERITE L
GODBEY, JAMES H t JOSEPHINE H
GOD IN. MICHAEL R L BARBARA
GOLD, ROBERT L MARLENE C
GOLDSTEIN. DAVID B C CAROL
GONZALES .NOREEN
GONZALES .ROBERT L NOREEN
GOODRICH. PERRY C C SHARON M
GOODWIN ESTATE. DOROTHEA F
GCODWIN, ROBERT A
GOONAN. THOMAS
GORDON. MAX M L DONNA M
GOREY HE IRS, BEATRICE A
GOREY, HARVEY A
GOSSELIN L FRISELLA
G05SEL IN L FR ISELLA
GQSSEL IN. ARTHUR C YVONNE
GOSSEL IN, ARTHUR L YVONNE
GOSSELIN, RAYMOND t KATHLEEN
GOTT, ALICE COUTINHO
GOULD, LAURENCE S t BERNARD
GOULD, NORMAN R JR t LOUISE
GRACIA £. MUSE
GRAMATIKAS .GARY A C PAMELA
GRAMLING. DAVID
GRANOFF.MARH S t ELAINE D
GRANT, WADE A (. BRENDA K
GRANT ,hAOE a C BRENOA K
GRANT, MADE A i: BRENDA K
GRASSQ, CHARLES A JR t STAGEY A
GRAVELINE, GERALD J C SANDRA
GREEB, RONALD E t LAUREEN M
GREELEY, ALFRED L t JILL H
GREEN, DENNIS A L OARLENE I
GREENE, DAVID K f. LAURIE
GREGOIRE , ARTHUR C MARGARET
GRE&OIRE, DANIEL N C ELLEN T
GREGOIRE, ROBERT L
GREGOIRE .THOMAS J C ANN MARIA
GRENIER. LAWRENCE W C HELEN C
GRENIER, ROBERT L L SHIRLEY A
GR IFF IN, DAVID S
GRIFF IN. DAVID S
GRIFFIN. DAVID S




GRIFF IN, GEORGE R
GRIFFIN, GEORGE R




GROCE, GEORGE t KATHLEEN D
GRODEN L LUNA-GRODEN
GROSSI. RALPH E t CAROLE A
GROSSMITH.OANI EL I. PATRICIA
GROSSMITH.DANI EL C C PATRICIA
GRZYwACZ L BLACK-GRZYWACZ
GUAL,RAUL L SARA
GUILBEAULT.LEO K £ PAULINE 8
GUILD, DAVID E I. SUSAN K
GUI MONO. JOSEPH L MARY
GUINES50 .CARL H C ERIKA C
GUINESSO.CARL JR L KAT HY
GUINESSO, JAMES
GUINESSO, JAMES ANDREW
GULA. JOSEPH J t MONICA J
GUSTAVSEN, RICHARD B f. MARJORIE
GUY, THOMAS F (. MARY R
HACKLER , IVAH
JERRETT.CHiRLES R C J4MES P 009-021 LB 59200
JQDOIN, GEORGE C 4NITA M 005-093 LB 127900
JOOCINtLOUlS J L GLADYS S 005-010-004 LB 133600
JODOI NiHICm4EL 4 d DIANE C 009-03<.-002 LB 121300
JOHNSON, CHARLES J t HARY L 013-036 L8 100100
JOHNSON, JANE A 009-022 LB 150100
jOHNSONiJOHN A 009-013 LAND 7000
JOHNSON, MAURI CE t GLORIA 018-00', LB 104900
JOHNSON, PATRICIA A 012-016-021 LB 132000
JOHNSTON, ROBERT L t GRACE A 001-003 LAND 31600
JOUBERT.T IMOTHY F t JOAN OOV-035 LB 71000
KANE, MICHAEL G t ANNETTE A 012-016-00'i LB 120900
HARPINSK I .JOHN U VICTORIA R 00<,-013-005 LB 168900
KARR, ARCHIE R C CARMELLA P 024-018 LAND 19900
KA2AHIS, STEVEN M t LISA A 017-014 LB 64900
HEATING, PAUL F JR t H BARBARA 011-054-003 LB 93600
KEELEY, PETER N t HEATHER H 008-066-005 L6 96000
kEhOE.MARK G L DEBORAH A 008-069 LB 83300
KELLETT ETALS .CHARLE S 008-005-002 LB 115200
KELL6TT, CHARLES D L BESSIE J 008-055 LB 153200
KELLEY,CATHERINE A 008-006-003 LB 84100
KELLIhER.TmOMAS « t CATHY A 015-013 LB 120300
KELLY, JOSEPH H L JUNE A 013-035-003 LB 118500
KELLY, MARK C MAUREEN 008-066-014 LB 108000
KELLY, THCMAS J L JOAN G 003-006-016 SLOG 95700
KENNEY,PAUL R t OIANE M 015-002 LB 106000
KENNEY, WARREN C JOHANNA 009-037 LB 133700
KERNAN, MARIE LOUISE 009-036 LB 84500
kERONEN, OAVI D R C NANCY A 013-023-019 LB 103800
KIESSLING ET AL 014-011 LB 104600
KILEY .RICHARD A L MARJORIE A 005-058-003 LB 125500
K1LHAM,RCBERT E J R C PATRICE M 01&-043 LB 86300
KIMBALL .RAYMOND L BEULAH 005-051 LB 1700
KIPBALL, RAYMOND L BEULAH 005-055 LB 115900
KING, PETER C, LILLIAN 001-004 LANO 43500
KINGSBURY, BARBARA M 022-003 LB 89800
KIRI AKQuTSOS, PETER J C ELAINE M 012-019-004 LB . 169900
KITTREDGE, STEPHEN (. JANICE 005-033 LB 104600
KLOCEK HE IRS, ANNA 022-029 LB 78200
KLQCEK .JOSEPH t ARLENE 013-017 LB 90900
KLUG,HARA ANNETTE 018-003 LB 99100
KLUG. MARGARET 013-023-016 LB 97000
KNOX, BRUCE C t SUZANNE 005-054 LB 132100
KOHUT, RICHARD A £ ROBYN LE 005-045-003 LB 115900
KOMARIOI S,AL£X t SARAH E 005-028 LB 196800
kOMARIDIS, NICHOLAS C EVA 020-011 LB 146400
KOMISAR,RGY F t. ANNE 005-007-003 LB 148100
KQRAVOS, MICHAEL L t JOANNE 011-004-003 LB 111500
KOUF0POULCS,TOM C C THERESE L 012-019-009 LB 189700
KRESGE,CARL A L TERESA M 008-05S-001 LB 110100
KRISANDA, MICHAEL J t CINDY L 022-018 LB 78400
KROHN, RAYMOND L t JOAN B 011-037-002 LB 164000
KUCHARCZYK, JOSEPH J t MARY 006-011 LB 86900
KUCMARCZYK, JOSEPH R 006-015 LANO 26900
KUEHL.OAVID E C JEAN 007-005 LB 134800
KUSTRA, STANLEY C JOSEPHINE 028-006 LB 126300
LA83E,JEAN PAUL C YQLANDE 005-010-003 LB 109100
LABBE. ROGER M C. CAROL P 020-001 LB 99600
LABRIE.JEAN C C ANNETTE M 025-019 LB 78400
LACEY, RONALD E JR C MURIEL F 025-046 LB 91500
LACHANCE.LUC R S. SANDRA M 009-022-002 LB 119600
LACOURSE, GERALD R t JUNE 025-025 LB 113000
LACOURSE, RICHARD t. JCAN Y 013-023-013 LB 94300
LACOURSE, ROBERT J £ CECILE 025-02 7 LB 78600
LACCY, ROBERT E C TAMBLYNNE 002-003-001 LB 119400
LACROIX, GERALD V L JOANNE 011-030 LB 193400
LACZ, ROBERT A £ RITA R 018-020 LB 107300
LA00UCEUR,PAUL D t JUDITH 015-030 LB 109600
LAFAY,STEPhAN R 011-004 LB 128900
LAFLAMME ,MARK C £ MONIUUE 020-021 LB 109800
LAFQUNTAIN, RICHARD P £ DONNA C 001-036-018 LB 117500
LAGANA, JAMES F £ DEBORAH A 011-045-014 LB 186500
LAGUE,HEIRS OF LEONA Y 008-007-003 LANO 23800
LAGUE,NQRMANO £ PAULETTE 008-007-004 LB 124600
LAKE, BRADLEY J £ ANNA MARIE 005-006-019 LB 98400
LALI8ERTE, ALBERT 003-006-004 BLDG 33000
LALIBERTE, ALBERT £ TRACY 017-056 LANO 19500
LALIBERTE, DENIS £ CATHERINE 009-014-001 LB 104800
LALIBERTE, MARTIN L £ ALICE 027-006 LB 186100
LALYS REALTY TRUST II 020-015 LB .76800
LAMARCHE, ALBERT A £ SANDRA J 013-023-018 LB 111900
LAMARINE, FREDDY 031-007 LB 8O3O0
LAMBERT, DAVID £ LAURA J 009-014-003 LB 103400
LAMBERT , RONALD A £ MARGARET H 011-054 LB 148100
LAMBERT, SCOTT R £ JACQUELINE R 011-042-009 LB 112700
LAMBERT, ThORhALO a £ HELEN M 002-016 LANO 34800
LAMONTAoNE, JOSEPH C £ LUCY 001-028 LB 98900
LANCTOT ET 4L, BERTHA M 022-008 LB 111200
LANDRY, ARTHUR R £ JULIA M 011-070-005 LB 139700
LANDRY, JChN R £ THERESE L 015-026 LB 113500
LANE, MATTHEW F 014-010 LB 104400
LANGA.FREOER IC S £ MICHELLE A 008-060-007 LB 111200
LAPCINTE ,PATR ICIA MCCONNELL 005-020 LMH 75000
LAPPAS, MICHAEL T £ JUDITH A 012-016-009 LB 121700
LAR IVIERE.OAVID G £ GLORIA J 022-002 LB 100900
LATuCh, DAVID F SR £ LORRAINE R 005-103 LB 89600
LAVENTURE , LEONARD £ JANICE 005-015-001 LB 97800
LAV IGNE,RE JEAN J £ LILLIANNE 008-041 LB 104000
LAVOIE .JEFFREY N £ LINDA C 021-004 LB 70500
LAVOIE.JOAN C 001-026 LB 118100
LAVOIE .LUCIANNA 025-031 LB ' 74800
LAVCIE, ROGER G £ LORRAINE G
LAVOIE , RONALD A £ BARBARA H
LAnRENCE , JACQUEL INE A
LEAQR-LOVEJOY, LINDA A
LEARY, FRANCIS J £ SHARON K
LEE, BERNARD 4 BARBARA A
LEE, MICHAEL V £ MARGARET A
LEGERE , RICHARD M £ GAIL
LEGROS, PETER M
LEMAY,MARK T £ J CANN L
LEMIRE ,LEQ P £ BELINDA R
LEM IRE, THOMAS A £ MICHELLE R
LEMOS, SHEILA M
LENEHAN, JOSEPH E £ KAREN M
LEONARD, MARK J £ DONNA H
LEONARD. RICHARD C £ GERALOINE
LEONARD, RICHARD C £ GERALOINE
LESMERISES , GERALD £ JUDITH
LESSARO, ARTHUR J £ GABRIELLE
LESSARD, GILBERT R £ NANCY K
LESSARO, ROBERT S £ IRENE D
LEVESQUE , JOHN R £ DEBORAH J
LEVESOUE .RAYMOND P £ DONNA H
LEWANDOmSkI .ALBERT J




LIBBY,J0HN J JR £ MARIE A
LINCAVAGE, STEPHEN P £ BARBARA
LINDH,ANNE M
LINDH.CARL £ MARY J
LINXWEILER, JACOB F £ JOANNE T
LIPNICK,NYLA
LIPONIS, CHRISTY
LIZOTTE. RAYMOND £ KAREN
LCCKE. CHARLES
LOCKE, EDWARD £ PAULINE
LOCKE, RICHARD E £ KATHLEEN M
LOGUE
,
MICHAEL W £ LOUISE G
LQISELLE,OAVIO C £ LISA A
LONG, ANDREA D
LCNG, ROBERT £ LORETTA
L0NGVAL,LUOGER J £ ALCIDA B
LOPES, ANTHONY J £ BEULAH A
LORD, CATHERINE B
LORD, JAMES R £ MARYJANE
LORD, MARY
LORDEN £ ChRISTOPHERSEN
LORENCO CONSTRUCTION CO INC
LCRENDO CONSTRUCTION CO INC
LORENDO CCNSTRUCTION CO INC
LORENOO CONSTRUCTION CO INC





































































LOUGHL IN ,MART IN F £ MARGARET M
LOVELY ,THOMAS C
LUICHA, JOSEPH F
LUNNIE, IRVING H £ EVA
LUSSIER, DENNIS P £ CHERYL A
LYMAN, JOHN LOwELL JR
MACDONALD, ANNA M
MACOONALD, CHARLOTTE





MACINTYRE, ANGUS A £ JOANNE H
MACK, WILLIAM P £ CAROLE A
MAFFEE,MAR!-LYNN
HAGANZINI BROS REALTY INC
KAGANZINI BROS REALTY INC
MAGOZIARZ, FRANCIS
MAGOZIARZ,FRANCI S S
MAGDZIASZ.OAMEL H £ BEVERLY
MAGGOIRE.FRED F £ LORA L
MAGOON, MICHAEL J £ KARYN L
MAHONEY, STEPHEN J £ SUSAN A
MAILHCT, ROBERT A JR £ KATHLEEN
MAKRIS,LESLI E J £ JANICE M
fALANORI NO,PAUL J £ KAREN L
KALO, ROGER J £ DORIS T
MANCHESTER BOWHUNTERS
MANCHESTER MOTOR BOAT CLUB
MANELAS HEIRS
MANNING £ SCOTT
MANNOLINI , VINCENT L £ NANCY S
MANSEAU, RICHARD R £ PATRICIA C
MANVILLE , ROBERT ALBERT
MARCINIAK. ELAINE
MARCOUX. EDWARD W £ KATHLEEN A
MARIOTTI ,DAV ID C £ DIANE B
MARKLEY, TERRY L £ JUDITH A
MAR0UIS,LE0 £ CAROLYN
HARSDEN.DAVE £ SUE
MARTEL , ROBERT T £ ELIZABETH M
MARTIN £ BEGIN
MARTIN,NORMA £
MARTIN, PETER F £ BONNIE F
MARTIN, R ICHARD P £ MARGUERITE A




















































































































































































MARZLCFF .DONALD C C PAULA T
MASON, BRUCE A t JEANNE
fiASCN, JEANNE A 1. BRUCE A








MAYFAIR PROPERT lES INC
MAYFAIR PROPERTIES INC
MAYLANO, NANCY
MAYNARO, JOSEPH M L CAROL A
MAYO, JOHN R t WI LMA S
MAZUREK, JOSEPH J
MCCARTHY , DENNIS G fl MELISSA A
MCCARTHY, DENNIS G (. MELISSA J
MCCARTHY, MICHAEL T C REBECCA S J
MCCASSEY, EVERETT S C. ANN E
HCCONNACHIE, ARTHUR £ DONNA
MCCONNAChIE.GERMAINE I. ARTHUR
MCCRORY,BILLIE E JR C HEIOI
MCDONALD, JAMES M i EILEEN L
MCELHENY, MICHAEL t GLORIA A
MCEVOY,M ICHAEL S i. MAUREEN A
MCEVOY,>< ILLIAM J
MCFARLAND, LINUS t LUCIENNE
MCFARLANO, LUCIENNE
MCGRATH, THOMAS J L PATRICIA
MCININCH .RALPH A
MCJUARY, STEVEN F L SANDRA L
MCKENNA, JAMES T JR £ JUDITH S
MCKILLOP , MICHAEL F L MARY G
MCLAUGHLIN. RONALD E t CHRISTINE
MC LI NT XH. DONALD C f. DONNA J
MCMILLAN L LEBREUX
MCNAY, DAVID !, SANDRA
MCSWEENE Y,MARK J t ANNE S
MEASELL.JOHN H t LIANE J
MEOLYN, STEPHEN H C CYNTHIA F
MELTZER.KARL W t PAMELA
CENARD, GEORGE E C VICTORIA E
MENARD, STEPHEN P
MERCIER, GEORGE F t SUZANNE D
MERCIER, RALPH L BERNICE
MERIDIAN DEVELOPMENT INC
MERRILL. BRUCE K
MERRILL, GEORGE P t LISA A




MICHAUD, DONALD E C RATHRYN A
MICHAUD,GARY B C CAROLYN E
MILES, PETER ta L LORRAINE M
MILLER, BRADLEY T i. MARY A C
HILLER, CLIFFORD U i MARTHA E
MILLER, RICHARD P (. MARION L
MILLER, H ILLI AM J £ CAROL E
flLNE, NORMAN F JR
MILNE, NORMAN F JR C ANNE
("ILNE. ROBERT J L BARBARA
MINAMN, FRANK A £ JUDITH E
MINAKIN, FRANK. A SR C JUDITH ANN
MINNON, ROBERT N £ JOAN D
MITCHELL , BRUCE £ MANOA M
MI VILLE, RICHARD J £ JEANNINE
MOHER, RICHARD W JR £ SYLVIA A
MCHN, LARRY J £ FRANCES A
MOLAK £ ACKERSON
MONAHAN, BENJAMIN G £ SHIRLEY-LYN
MONGEAU,EVE STA8Y
MONTOUR. KILLIAM H £ GAYLE A
MOODY, HAMDEN C JR
MOORADIAN, ALBERT £ CHRISTINE
MOORE, OAVIO C JR £ JOAN E
MOORE, MILTON R £ JOHANNA E
MOORE, RICHARD D £ PATRICIA L
MOOUIN.E JOSEPH £ DENISE M
MOREL, LISA M
MORENC Y.RICHARD R £ CLAUOETTE
MORENCY. ROGER L £ CATHERINE D
MORIN, GERARD A £ LORRAINE T
HORIN, ROBERT L £ DEBORAH L
MQRRI S.ROBERT C £ CHRISTINE I
MORRISON. KEMBLE D £ KAREN L
MOTYLEnSKl .TIMOTHY J £ SUZANNE
MQY, HARRY
HOZDZEN. ZIGMOND £ LORRAINE
MUDER.RI CHARD K £ PAULA D
MULLETT £ GROFF
MULLETT £ VIRR
MURPHY. JCHN £ LAURA M
MURRAY £ CHAPMAN
MURRAY, EDMUND B £ KAREN J
MUSZYNSK I .JOHN
MYERS, GARRY R £ DONNA L
NACKEL, MICHAEL J £ SANDRA M
NADEAU, JOSEPH J £ DEBORAH L
005-0*6-003 LB H1800
004-03* LB 173000



































































































NASTEK.THADDEUS J £ TERES H
NELSON, RCNALO N £ CAROL A
NESBITT £ MI LLER-NESBITT
NETISHEN , MICHAEL J £ THERESA L
NEVEU.PAUL E SR £ MARGARET
NEW ENGLAND TEL £ TELE
NEW HAMPSHIRE ELECTRIC COOP INC
SEW HAMPSHIRE. STATE OF
NEWALL .GEORGE E JR £ JEAN ft
NEwDORF .Charles E £ IRIS E
NEWLUN. DAVID R £ GAYE L




NICKULAS , DAVID w £ ANITA F
MXON, ISABELLE J
NORMAN0,MADELYN J
NORRIS, ROBERT £ SHIRLEY
NORRIS, ROBERT £ SHIRLEY N
NORRIS, ROBERT JR £ DEBORAH D
NOYES, CLIFTON R £ SANDRA J







NYE. GERALD J £ VERNA
NYE .JOSE RHINE
NYE, JOSEPHINE
NYE, RICHARD £ BARBARA
NYE, VERNA V
OBERG HEIRS, E
OBRIEN, JAMES W £ ELIZABETH W
CCONNELL, ROBERT L £ CARROLL A
OFLAHERTY, ROBERT J £ CAROL A
OLEARY ,ROBERT J £ JUDITH E
OL IVEIRA, MANUEL A £ LINDA D
OLIVEIRA, MANUEL A £ LINDA
OLIVER, ROBERT A £ ANNE H
CNEIL,JOHN £ ShERYL L
CNEIL, JOSEPH M £ LISA A
ONE IL, TIMOTHY M £ JANET L
OREE, HARVEY £ BARBARA
0UELL£TTE,JOAN
CUELLETTE,PAUL D £ NANCY J
OVERMAN, JAMES C £ MIRIAM
CWEN, EDITH
CWEN, ELLIOT E £ HELEN L
OWEN, RICHARD 6 £ ANN L
PAHIGIAN, CRAIG V
PALMER, ROBERT G £ LOIS T
PANE, PHI L IP J £ KAREN A
PANGRAZE, ROBERT F £ CAROLYN
PANZIERI ENTERPRISES INC
PANZIERI , ANGELO £ DIANE
PANZIERI , CARL A
PANZIERI .RONALD C
PAPLASKAS.ALAN J £ SHERYL L
PAPPAS, PETER C £ PATRICIA
PAOUETTE,PAUL A £ MARY ANNA
PARENT, HERVE P £ ALEXINA S
PARENT, R DENNIS
PARIAN £ OAKLEY










PARKS, BRUCE P £ CHARLOTTE A
PAROOI,PAUL R £ SUZANNE E
PARRAWAY .RALPH £ MERLEE
PATENAUOE. JAMES V £ NANCY E
PATNAUOE £ BERNIER






PEABOOY ESTATE, PERSI S
PEABQDY ESTATE. PERSIS
PEACOCK, RALPH £ CHERYL
PEARSON £ SHOUP
PECK, CLIFTON £ PAMELA E
PECK, DENNIS £ DEBORAH
PEKAR. THOMAS J £ PAULA M
PELLETIER £ DEVINE
PELLET lER. DENNIS
PELLET lER, JAMES L
PELLET lER, LAWRENCE J JR £ GENE
PENDERGAST .CAVID L £ JUDITH A
PEOPLE S. DAVI C 8







































































































PEPIN, PHILIP L L DORIS H 017-009 LAND 18B00
PERKINS, HENRY JR t LILLIAN A 013-13A LB 98500
PERRAS.JOHN M C KATHLEEN A 002-003-003 LB 109200
PERRI, RACHEL E 026-021 LB 83500
PERRIN, ROBIN B (. KATHLEEN M 005-015-003 LB 14'.<,00
PERRY, JAHES H C ANITA M 002-008-005 LB 96100
RERUN, JOHN JR t LYNNE E 022-012 LB 82400
PETERS, PHILI P G (. STELLA 00*-008 LB 162200
PETERSON, CAROL A L NILLIAM E OlS-O'iO-OOl LAND 19500
PETERSON , CAROL A L WILLIAM E 01&-040 LB 130400
PETERSON .GREG i. ARLEEN 018-022 LB 121*00
PETUCK, WALTER J i. PAMELA H 001-016-005 LB 92800
PEVEAR, BERNARD I i. PAMELA A 022-016 LB 96800
PHAUP, RICHARD A i. BONNIE S 015-001 LB 83200
PHILBIN.GARY M (. LINDA A 01 8-05',-00'i LB 92300
PHILBIN, JAMES M C BRENDA L 00*-033-003 LB 104000
PMILIBOTTE.ED C LORI A 001-035-005 LB 147700
PHILIBOTTE,eD E (. LORI A 001-019 LB 356900
PHILLIPS C HANGAR 018-054-001 LB 112000
PHILLIPS (. ST CYR 010-008 LB 71400
PHILLI PS, RAYMOND L 1 GLORIA O0S-0U9-011 LB 1U200
PHILLI PS, RUSSELL H t DALE M 005-011 LB 144300
PIASECZNY, CHARLES J t EHILA H 009-015 LB 177600
PICARO,ED»ARD 004-033-002 LB 90200
PICCIOL I ,DAV10 P U OEBRA L 001-016-003 LB 104100
PIEHL. DONALD F C GWENDOLYN 012-005 LMH 58200
PINARD, RICHARD R L GILBERTS J 013-033 LB 100900
PINCINCE, ANTHONY d EVELYN M 011-003 LAND 35500
PINE TREE BUILDERS INC 005-049-001 LAND 28000
PINEAULT .DENNIS T C DENISE E 011-042-010 LB 106700
PINEAULT .THOMAS A !. JUDITH A 011-008-003 LB 204900
PISTEY t. PARENT 002-006-002 LB ' 108000
PITMAN, WALTER E C GRACE 011-022 LAND 5000
PLANTE,HENRY i OCR IS 030-014 LAND 1600
PLANTIER, LOUISE 027-001 LB 73500
PLUDE, HOWARD H L LEESA L 010-007-025 LB 169000
PQOLIPNY .ANDREW M L ANN R 011-029 LB 163600
POIRIER. MICHAEL 4 SHARON f 005-007 LB 103500
PQIRIER. VIVIAN M t JEAN PAUL 008-060-008 LB 119700
POLAK, JEFFREY A L KIM6ERLY M 005-028-001 LB 138700
POLANIK t. SELIG 002-044-005 LB 106600
PORTER L STROUT 001-021 LB 91800
POTTER. ALBERT N L DIXIANNE L 008-023-002 LB 113400
POTVIN, RICHARD D C NANCY 8 010-007 LB 85100
POULIN.GARY L (. CYNTHIA J 018-034 LB 105700
POWER, HARRIS B L ANNE G 011-023 LAND 5400
PRATT, JANET 001-017 LAND 161600
PRATT, SCOTT L t LAURE J 008-060-003 LB 108500
PREMO, Wl LLIAM J C NANCY E 001-015-003 LB 131000
PRESCOTT, HEIRS OF DOROTHY 006-012 LB 122600
PRESTON, CEOR IC i. MILDRED 011-33A LAND 9600
PRESTON, HOWARD R i; PHYLLIS A 011-010 LB . 121700
PRESTON, JULIA A 007-028 LB 89000
PRESTON, LUTHER M 008-016 LAND 142000
PRESTON. MARION E 026-012 LB 98400
PRESTON. MINER L G EDITH B 008-044 LB 85300
PRESUTTI .VINCENT J C ROMAYNE E 005-002-003 LB 107900
PRINCE. DONALD F C CLAIRE L 014-029 LB 98300
FROULX. GEORGE t DIANE L 002-006-004 LB 104200
PRCULX.QOILON F L SIMONE R 030-006 LB 89000
PROULX, ROBERT A JR a DOROTHY 009-028-003 LB 132300
PROVENChER, ROBERT F 003-006-014 BLDG 6900
PRYOR. DONALD L L OEBRA E 009-016-017 LB 98600
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF NH 002-047 LAND 931700
PURINGTON L PURINGTON 007-016-002 LB 142500
PURINGTON, THEODORE A 001-018 LB 438100
PYNENBURG. JOS F JR t SUSAN A 005-078-002 LB 98100
CUINN. EDWARD H JR C DONNA J 011-037-012 LB 111800
RAOACI .R ICHARO U KAREN L 00a-0&6-021 LB 122800
RAGUE, ROBERT L t CYNTHIA J 011-045-002 LAND 110600
RAHN. PETER J t KATHERINE H 005-009-022 LB 94500
RAICHE. MAURICE E (. ESTELLE Y 025-011 LB 89900
RAINVILLE.PHl LLI P L NANCY 014-025 LB 105700
RAMRATH, ROBERT F A t LINDA J 001-036-012 LB 110500
RANIA, STELLA B 017-051 LAND 12500
RANKIN, DANNY E U SHEILA L 020-005 LB 82200
RAY.SHELTON B L DONNA F 015-024 LB 120900
RAYMOND, DANI EL G ROBERTA 025-015 LB 76300
RAYMOND, ROBERT L L DONNA M 012-016-003 LB 129900
RE MAR DEVELOPMENT CO INC 012-007 LAND 31000
RE-MAR DEVELOPMENT CO INC 012-007-001 LAND 9800
RE-MAR DEVELOPMENT CO INC 012-007-003 LAND 9800
RE-MAR DEVELOPMENT CC INC 012-007-005 LAND 12600
REAGAN. RICHARD L 001-036-013 LB 105200
REED. ANDREW C i. KAREN L 015-019 LB 102100
REED. RAYMOND LAURETTE 007-026 LB 124300
REES. DAVID E 008-024-001 LB 101700
kEEVES.PAUL L ThERESE 003-006-011 BLDG 72100
REGAN. EDwARD F i; MARY E 005-063 LAND 39100
REISER i. OCChIPINTI 005-071-004 LB 99000
REMILLARD.ALPHONSE !. JEANETTE A 014-006 LB 97700
REYNOLDS, BARRY t REGINA 031-005 LB 70600
REYNOLDS. JOHN L SUSAN 031-005 LB 70600
REYNOLDS. PATRICIA J 026-008 LB 84100
RHODES .KENNETH R L LUCILLE F 015-022 LB 99200
RICE (. DADALT 002-027-001 LB 175200
RICE, STEVEN P L DIANE T 013-004 LMH 70600
RICHARD, DONALD R i FRANCES T 011-008-002 LB 168300
RICHARD. RCBERT J C THERESA 022-020 LB 77400
RIDDELL, BRYAN S i. MARIE 008-066-006 LB 121800
RIIK (. JCuBERT 028-001 LB 204800
RING,LEC^ E





ROBERTS, 8R IAN M L DOROTHY B
ROB IE (. CAMIRE
kOBIE, JOSEPH S t. IRENE L
SOB INSON .BEATR ICE L
ROBINSON. CLINTON E i. VALERIE I
ROBINSON, KENNETH i DONNA
ROBI NSON. WALTER A I ANN T
ROGERS, DAVID N
ROGERS. JEFFREY C
ROGERS, R IChARD (. DOROTHY













ROLFE > JOHN H
ROLFE.JOHN H L MARY ANN
ROLFE. MARY E
ROLFE .MICHAEL J
ROORDA .ANDREW L KLA2INA
R05ELLE, kEVI N M t BARBARA J T
ROSNER,R ICHARD I C BARBARA A
ROSSwURM,K|M J
ROULEAU. ARMAND (. MAGELLA
ROULEAU. LOUIS w i. JUDITH G
ROUX.OAVID L MARY LYNN
RQUX, ROGER R L JUDY G
ROWELL, ANNIE L
ROWEN C EMERSON REALTY CORP
ROWLINGS , ROBERT S
ROY, NORMAN G DIANE L
ROY, PERRY P L SHARON G
ROY.R JOHN L DONNA L
ROYCE, DONALD E I I C HELEN D




ROYER, ROBERT J £ MARY L




SACKR ISON.cOwIN C LOUISE
SALACH.THAODEUS W t JUDITH C
SALO. PETER L CELESTE
SAMSON, ALBERT J £ PAULINE D
SAMSON, JOHN R t CELESTE M
SANBORN, ALFRED N JR
SANBORN, DUANE R L ESTHER R





















SANSOUCI ,0AV ID J L JANET H
SANTOS, MANUEL R C ROSE M
SARETTE, DAVI D L CATHERINE E
SARGENT. BRAD £. KIM E
SARGENT. JOHN W C L MARTHA
SARTORELL
I
(STEPHEN J L CATHERINE
SAUBERLICH.ERHARDT t BRIDITTE
3AUTER .WILLIAM K i. IRENE L
SAVASTANO, DAVID £ G SUSAN M
SAWYER C LORING
SAWYER. MABEL H
SCARPETT I .DAVID J
SCARPETT I .DAVID J
SCHANCK. ROBERT M t SUZANNE M
SCHMIDT ET AL. PETER CTTO
SCHMIDTCHEN.GARY L MARY
SChOFIELD, MICHAEL R C CONSTANCE
SChOLBE. BRETT R L ELIZABETH
SEAVEY ADMN. EVERETT W
SEAVEY ADMN. EVERETT w
SEAVEY ADMN. EVERETT W
SEAVEY ADMN. EVERETT W
SEAVEY. Everett w
SEAVEY, EVERETT w
SEAVEY, RALPH M L KAREN J
SEDGWICK , JAMES D I NANCI C






















































































































































































































































































































SELL. RICHARD H L ELIZABETH
SENECH4L .ROLAND A L LORRAINE P
SERENITY HOMES INC
SHACKELT ON, RICHARD I. DOROTHY
SHAND, PETER M L ELLEN M
SHERMAN, ROBERT L i JOANNE
SHIBLES.OALE A S KATHRYN P
SHIELDS L STODDARD
SILVA HEIRS, JOHN
SILVER. JOHN H t NANCY L
SINGER .DONALD E i. DIANE L
SI WIRSKI .DENNIS S L BARBARA A
SltiKO, IRENEUSZ t JANINA
SlKKO, IRENEUSZ (. JANINA
SKEFF INGTON, THOMAS E C KAREN L
SLINE.THCMAS C C JUNE R






SMITH, GEORGE F £ JEAN
SMITH, JOHN <t I. EILEEN I
SM ITH, KENNETH F t NANCY B
SMITH, LESLIE 4 IRIS E
SMITH. PAUL E C DEBORAH J
SMITH. Kl LLI AM L SHIRLEY
SNOMDALE. DONALD K
SOCHA. EDWARD JR (. MARIE E
SOFFNER. WALTER M
SGPEL. THOMAS C
SORRENTINO. BRUCE R £ BARBARA B
SOULE. ERNEST E
SOULEtERNEST E £ SANDRA J
SOUTHWORTH, STEVEN C DIANE
SOWA, DONALD H
SOWA.MAOOY H £ JOSEPHINE
SO NA, MARK G £ LINDA M
SPENCER, RICHARD JR £ GAIL
SPIROU.CHR ISTOS
SPIRGU.CHRISTOS
5PR0UL, GEORGE E £ MARSHA A
SPRUCE POINT BUILDERS
SPRUCE POINT BUILDERS
ST DENIS .JOSEPHI NE H
ST JEAN. CHANEL L £ SHARON C
ST JEAN, MICHAEL R
ST JEAN, WAYNE £ PAULA
ST OURS. LEO M £ DEBRA E
PETERS CATHOLIC CHURCH
PIERRE .MARTHA






STACY HEIRS, H ALICE
STACY, JOSEPH
STANLEY, ROBERT C £ BARBARA A
STARK, FRANK £ SHIRLEY
STARRETT , LESTER F £ MONICA R
STAVROU, MICHAEL R £ MARTHE
STEARNS, HERBERT C III £ ELAINE M
STECK, WAYNE H £ JUDITH A
STECKEWICZ HEIRS, GEORGE
STEEVES, JONATHAN W £ GLORIA E
STEIN, BRUCE P £ CAROL L THORSTEN
STEINER, RICHARD M
STEPHENSON, JOHN E £ DONNA J
STEWART, DAVID £ DEBORAH G
STEWART, DEBORAH G
STILES 1987 TRUST, HOWARD £ JANE
STITT, GEORGE A £ JANE E
STONE, ST ANLEY S £ CELIA
STQWc. EDWARD H
STRANAhAN.wILL lAM G
STRATCHKO. GEORGE D £ CHERYL
STRITCm.C DONALD £ BERTHA C
sturtevant, robert c £ dorothy p
sullivan, ann £ russell
5ulli van .dennis p £ janet e
sullivan. f russell £ amalia
sullivan. f russell £ amalia
sullivan, john j
sullivan, martin j £ cynthia j
sullivan, michael p £ corliss c
sullivan , russell c £ ann
sull ivan , shawn f £ debra l
surprenant , david a £ susan a
sutton, donald f £ ora g
Sweeney, joan
Sweeney, joan
sweeney, john £ jcan


















































































































































































































































































































SYKES, EILEEN H £ HEIRS CF EDGAR
SYLVAIN,JQHN M
SYLVESTER, GLENN M £ SHEILA I
SYLVIA, DAVID A £ KATHLEEN A
TAMAGNA. STEPHEN A £ DEBORAH M
TANNER. RONALD J £ DIANE M
TARDIFF.JOHN H
TARDIFF.JOHN H £ SUSAN A
TARRY, STEPHEN G £ SUSAN P
TASILLC.J JAMES JR £ SUSAN
TAYLOR. ROBERT B £ ALICE L
TENN. JAMES J £ SYLVIA
THEOS. LEWIS J £ CAROL A
THERIAULT, IRENE H
ThERRIAULT .CHARLES £ LINDA L
THERRIAULT .CHARLES W £ LINDA L
THERR lEN, DENNIS R
ThERRI EN,PAUL D £ MARILYN H
THERRIEN, PAULINE E
THERRIEN, THEOBALD A £ JEANNE A
THIBOULT ,BRI AN J £ SUSAN A
THOMAS , EUGENE £ PHILOMENA
THOMAS. JAMES W £ LEONA
THOMAS, WILLI AM E £ WENDY C
THOMPSON, JAMES D £ LINDA L
THOMPSON, LOUIS M £ GAIL R
THORELL JR, GEORGE W
ThORELL, DENNIS C
THORELL, HARRY J £ MARION
THORNE .RONALD W £ PATRICIA ANN
TIBBETTS, DOUGLAS F
TIROLLO £ GAGE
TITCOHB JR. WALLACE A
T ITC0M8. LUCI LLE B
TOBEY.CARK N £ KAREN E
TOLSON.LOUl 5E D
TOLSTAO. JEFFREY I £ MICHELE H
TOMASIK. HELEN C £ OLGA F
TOMPKINS .KURT F £ SUSAN M
TOPLIFF, HUBERT J £ KATHRYN R
TORRE. DAVID R
TOTO, ANTHONY C SR £ JOYCE A
TOuSIGNANT , DAVID E £ MARYJANE H
TQwLE ESTATE, BEATRICE M
TOwNE £ OOLLARD
TOWNE. BARBARA JEAN
TCWNE .CHARLES R JR £ HELEN M









TRACTOR TRLR SCHOOL OF NH INC
TRACY. DAVID L £ MURIEL
TRAINOR, JAMES £ PAMELA




TROTT .LAWRENCE A £ ELIZABETH ANN
TROTT. PATRICIA C £ BRENDA C
TRUOEAU, DAVI D H £ LORETTA R
TRUDEL
,




UPHAM, THOMAS H £ GRACE E
VAILLENCOURT , DAVID £ MURIEL
VALLEE , MICHAEL J £ ALISON C
VAN LA4RH0VEN,GARY £ HOLLY R
VANDERPUTTEN,RUDYA £ DIANE J
VANNAH, GEORGE A
VANNI, STEVEN J £ JOCELYN M
VARGAS, WAYNE W £ ANN MARIE
VAUGHN, JOHN J £ PAULA V
wERRYT .EDWARD J £ ANNE M
VILLENEUVE. PAULINE E
VINCENT. PAUL D £ THERESE D
VINCENT. RCNALD £ KATHLEEN
VINSON. KAREN
VISCARELLO, KENNETH A £ ANNA G
vOl SINE, ROLAND £ MINNIE
VOSSLER. GEORGE C £ MARYSE H
VYTAL.JOHN J £ LINDA H
VYTAL .JOHN J £ LINOA H
wAOE.JOhN P I I I £ BRENDA S
lAITE.CARL W £ KARYL L
WALORON £ WHITE
WALKER, DAVID D
WALLACE, MARK w £ CATHERINE R
WALLEN,GARY A £ JILL M
wALZ,ThCMAS M £ LINDA A
»ARD £ MARTIN-WARD
kARDwELL .R ICHARO W £ MARCIA
WARREN. FORREST H
mARREN.KENNI TH M £ DOROTHY J
mARREN, THOMAS M £ MARILYN R
WATSON,CHESTER D £ JEANETTE M
WATTS ,CLYDE
nATTS. CLYDE £ JEwELL D

















































































































































































































































































































kEAVER .AOEL INE F
»EBSTEi<,»LAN C CHRISTINE
.E65TER.HAR10N COOPER
•EISS. JOSEPH A L IRMA
WELCH, JOHN FRANCI S
•ENTwQRTH.OAVID L S CHRISTINE C
•ETHER8EE, CATHERINE E
I.ETHER8EE.DUANE L JULIA




WHITE .ESKIN 8 JR C SHARON
WHITE. JAMES C L LYNN M
WHITE, MAUREEN
WHITE, ROLAND E L BEVERLY
WHITTAKER , JAMES E C GAIL £
WHITTAlCER, RICHARD !. DORIS
wI&ClNS.&EORCiE H t C VIOLA




wILLEY,CHARLES H L DOLORES 4
wILLEY, FRANCIS L i. NANCY
WILLIAMS HEIRS, CEORGIA A
Wl LLS, KENNETH J C CYNTHIA G
WILSON, DONALD L ELUABETH F
wILSON, RALPH M i. GAIL V
WILTON, KiCHARD L RAMONA C
wILTON .STEVEN
wILUSZ , EDWARD J t JEAN ANN
WINGATE,EARLE F III C. CLAIRE R f
WISNIEWSKI <; GAWRYL
wNUK, THOMAS M L Susan m










WOOD, JAMES C PHYLLIS
WOOD, JAMES C C PHYLLIS 1
wCOO, LLOYD P
WOOD, MALCOLM A I. HELEN A
WOOD, PAUL S £ FRANCES
WOOD, STANLEY P (. MARION A
WOOD, WILLIAM H C JACUUELINE A
WOODS ,RITA R
wOOLEY, RICHARD E L KAREN M
WQRNI CK,MARGARETTA
wORSTER, CHARLES M C JEAN L
wOVKANECM HEIRS, JOHN




YOUNG, ALAN M L DOROTHY 6
YOUNG, BETHESDA E
YOUNG, PAUL G H MELISSA M
/lAKAS, CHARLES
ZOGOPQULOS, STEVE L C. DIANE M





IN ACCORDANCE WITH RSA39:3 ARTICLES MAY BE SUB-
MITTED FOR INCLUSION IN THE TOWN WARRANT UPON PETITION
OF TEN OR MORE REGISTERED VOTERS. SUCH ARTICLES MUST
BE PRESENTED TO THE SELECTMEN NOT LATER THAN FIFTH
TUESDAY BEFORE THE DATE OF THE ANNUAL TOWN MEETING.
ONCE IN RECEIPT OF PETITION ARTICLES, THE SELECTMEN ARE
ONLY ENTITLED TO MAKE MINOR TEXTUAL CHANGES NOT SUB-
STANTIVE CHANGES.
IN THE PAST WE HAVE BEEN PRESENTED WITH PETITION
ARTICLES AT OR CLOSE TO THE DEADLINE DATE, AND UPON
REVIEW HAVE FOUND THEM TO BE NOT IN PROPER FORM, WITH
NO TIME LEFT TO ADVISE THE PETITIONERS IN TIME FOR THEM
TO REVISE AND RESUBMIT THE ARTICLE.
ACCORDINGLY, IF YOU CONTEMPLATE SUBMITTING A
PETITION ARTICLE, PLEASE SUBMIT THE ARTICLE WELL ENOUGH
IN ADVANCE SO THAT IF IT IS FOUND TO NEED REVISION, WE WILL
HAVE TIME TO ADVISE YOU OF THE SAME.
WE RESPECT YOUR RIGHT TO PRESENT PETITION ARTICLES
AND ARE ADVISING YOU OF THE ABOVE TO HELP ENSURE THAT
YOUR ARTICLES GET INCLUDED IN THE TOWN WARRANT.
\l
